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Title word cross-reference

(N – 1) [ACD+13a, ACD+13b]. (σ3, λ3) [TR12]. (σ3, λ3) [TR12]. +
[CXW14, GTK10, NMLD13]. 0 [UD12]. 1 [MG15, TS15b]. 1 – n [CYG+15].
10 [AC11b, TS15b], 13 [WYGW12]. 15 [AC11b], 17 [GZZ12]. 18 [LW16]. 2
[CWT+12, GSS13, MSBF16, MH10, SJD14, WvRSM14, YDL+10]. 20
[AC11b, LYL16, YVEI+17]. 24 [TS15b]. 3
[CM16, DVVP14, GMMH+16, GSS13, GPK12, LTT16, MG15, MA16,
MYT+14, PSS14, RVCFF13, TS15b, YLL11]. 4
[AFSW16, GWJJ12, ZTH+15]. 4d [Hil13]. 4f [Hua16]. 4 × 4 [SH14]. 5
[APY+16, LZH16, YLL11]. 512 [MKH15]. 6 [MCAY15, Rab12, TSQ12]. 62
[MKH15]. 63 [MKH15]. 64 [MKH15]. 8 [TN12]. 5 + 1 [YZL+15]. [n]
[uLhY11]. + [DDM+15, FD16, LCL+10, LdSRR16, LCWW10, RLA+11,
RRF11, SFBT17, UT14, YCGA10, YZ15b, ZCK+16, ZWY+10a]. +/+1
[TG12b]. + ⋄ π [CCCLCGRO14]. −
[CXW14, HBL12, JLH+14, LCWW10, RDT14, YCGA10, Yu12a, ZWY+10b].

[GT10].

[Ben17, KSK11, LGW12, LX11, LWD13, PTK11, Pie14].

[SKMS13].

[RDT14], {2} [RDT14].

[HAI+16].

[GTK10, LGW12].

[HAI+16].

[HA10].

[CM16].

[HJ13].

[SNKS10].
[DPSL16, GZZM16, LZL+15b]. \( \sigma \pi \) [CZY11, YWZ14]. Å1 Å' [MCLD10]. × [SRS14]. \( v = 0 \) [LWD13]. \( x = 1 \) [CWT+12, LZTV10].

- [CZY11, YWZ14]. ~A


-X [SZBM13]. -ZSM-5 [Pon10].

MgO [BS16b]. /MM [CZY11]. /TD [TS15b]. /Zn [GEP+14].


7 [ADF+10, MBR+15]. 7-azaindole [YYT12]. 7-tetraene [ABDGN12].

8 [AAC+16]. 8-formyl-7-hydroxycoumarin [LZHH11]. 8R [BG13].


= [CXS10, GPK+16, EPH+15, JLL+14, JJAB16, JJJ16, LDJ+10, LLL+11, LJJ+11, Li14a, Li14b, LGW12, LWW10, LWD13, MCK17a, MCK17b, PGS+15, PMG+16, Rab12, RDT14, SPS+12, SLIB12, TLdG+12, TFQ+11, TG12b, UT15, WWKS16, XiD15, YW12, YS13, YHCS11, ZYLL12, ZLLL12].

amino [CCCLCGRO14, CFC15, CB11d, FZL\(^+\)13, FP\(^+\)17b, GRL\(^+\)11, GRL\(^+\)12, HCP15, KLS10, KMLS10, LXL\(^+\)11, LP11b, MRO17, PHDH13, RSL16, SISK10, SZBM13, WC14, ZZWT12, ZKH\(^+\)10, ZHHX11]. amino-acid [KLS10, KMLS10]. aminoacid [MC10]. aminophenyl [LZL\(^+\)16]. aminophthalimide [WHL\(^+\)10]. aminopolycarboxylate [CMD13]. ammonia [BEPM14, CC12a, KT12, SNS16, SJZ\(^+\)15, VS14]. ammonia-borane [BEPM14]. AMOEBA [HLW\(^+\)17, MBE16, PZCL16, XP13]. among [KYB13, SH15, WGL\(^+\)11]. amorphous [Fom13]. amounts [FN12]. amounts [SFG\(^+\)17, FPV13]. amyloid [IO13b, LH11]. amyloid-beta [LH11]. analog [JBAM11]. analogs [DCHL12, LP11b, SISK10, VM11, WBT10]. analogue [PGW\(^+\)17]. analogues [LPS\(^+\)13, SGWA17, VVBL17, WS12, YLL11]. analyses [KASH14, KP11, PZBA13, SKGB13, VVJ15, XWW\(^+\)11]. Analysis [CDM\(^+\)15, HAI\(^+\)16, MOS12, AKMT11, AST\(^+\)16, ASL\(^+\)11, ARRCC15, Ano15-58, BK15, BH14, BSPP\(^+\)13, CAF\(^+\)13, CEBO15, CCC\(^+\)11, CAT\(^+\)13, CH14, DHF\(^+\)11, DJD12, DBK17, DCS15, EHSPT16, Fer17, FB12, FHW\(^+\)11, FHK\(^+\)12, GVP\(^+\)10, GLW13a, GLW13b, GND\(^+\)12, GCP\(^+\)13, Han11, HCD\(^+\)10, HPSK12, HHT\(^+\)13a, HHT\(^+\)13b, HDHL15a, HDHL15b, HDHL15c, HHWL17, Hug12, Jan16, JHH\(^+\)13, JJJ\(^+\)14, JZM14, JX10, KG13, KG\(^+\)Y15, LL13\(a\), LPS13, LMZ\(^+\)11b, LFM12, LAHS16, MDT13, MJ14, Mez10, MADWB11, MCLD10, MGS\(^+\)16, MCK17b, NIIT15, NS17, OXBW16, OC14, PTK11, PRT\(^+\)17, PTB\(^+\)15, PPUBGD10, PV12, PS14, RDT14, REL17, RL18, SYL\(^+\)10, SBB10, SFR\(^+\)11, SSS15, SMDK16, SS13c, SPR\(^+\)13, TYN15, TCB16, TD10, TT\(^+\)10, TS10b, UKS11, VBMA13, WNP\(^+\)16, Wei12a, Wei12b, XFG\(^+\)15, YK13, YNH\(^+\)17, Yes12]. analysis [Yes15, ZCS\(^+\)15, ZBB16, ZH12, vSGP10, ZSB\(^+\)11]. Analytic [MDTD13, SZX13a, SZX13b, MY17b]. Analytical [CCB15, HNWFO7, HNWFO12, LBGS16, SFG\(^+\)17, CHC\(^+\)13, FBY\(^+\)17, HH16a, KN17, KTSW11, MK13a, Pon11, ZWF15]. analytics [JZL\(^+\)17]. analyze [LP11c, OVPK15, QLQ11, RL18, YK011, dVAG16]. analyzer [JJW\(^+\)14, LC12, PVZ13]. Analyzing [BD11, MRB14, BCP\(^+\)10, LKS\(^+\)17, PHT17, SWA13, WES13]. anapole [ZPP\(^+\)16]. anatase [HRL11]. and [KB10, Pog10]. and/or [KB10, Pog10]. androstenedione [VCM15]. angle [CKP10, GBFD12, XML\(^+\)15]. angle-dependent [CKP10]. angles [BKLA13, EJ13, FZY\(^+\)12, GREA11, KTK17, LDH\(^+\)14, OZ14, YZ16]. angular [ENKK\(^+\)17]. anharmonic [Kow11, SSWX14]. anhydrase [SSP\(^+\)13]. anion [CG15, LC10, uLhY11, SDF12]. anionic [GZZ12, GWJ11, HPL13, JCP14, QZ10b, ZYR\(^+\)15]. anionic-water [JCP14]. anions [PVS12, RTD14, RJS17, ZYW\(^+\)10b, ZYL\(^+\)12]. anisotropic [Ano10a, CAT\(^+\)13, EPH\(^+\)13, ENKK\(^+\)17, NLP\(^+\)16, SLX\(^+\)15, SN10]. anisotropy [CP12, LPLB16, ZLZ14]. ANN [XWW\(^+\)11]. annealing [RHJ11, SHM11, SHL\(^+\)11, ZC14, LMZ11a]. annihilation [BL12]. Anomerization [SM17]. anomers [HH11]. ansatz [Bou14]. answer
Aromaticity
[CD16, AH10, AF16, Ano11, BY11, FC16, FNSF11, GRD10, HSB11, JHM10, KASH14, LZH16, MP11, YOP16, FB12].

arsenic/phosphorus [GWX12].

Artificial [CSAdOM17].


Atomic-resolution [BMFG16, NPG17]. Atomicistic [BH13, CHK10, MBA14, SE14, BLKP12, CZA11, DDP16, HDPM14, LZ12, MSC10, MMZ14, RO14b, RSG10, ZST14]. atoms [ARAG17, ARLP13, BSP13, DC13, EV14, GAM14, HSB11, HGCCGR16, IN13, LSH12, Mit13, Pyy13, SFCCK14, SFCCK15,
MC10, MA16, MS13, MPNS13, MMZW14, MFR+17, MO15, MNNK10b, NC12, NC13, NIX+10, NG10, OVPK15, OZLSBH12, PRP15, PC11].

**based** [PSC11, PBBP11, PN13, PKIC11, PPJ14, PLH16, PBE16, PPUBGD10, RLDJ17, RZG+13, RVP+11, SM14b, SFG+17, SLP+12, SLX+15, SFDE16, SLC+17, TYZ+16, Tak14, TTB+10, TS14, VGV+11, VVJ15, VKC10, VSA11, Vor10, WXL+12, WCDM11, Wei12b, WL14, WS13, WDHZ13, YJN+11, YZ16, YWJ+16, YZZ16, YDL+10, YJ11, YN15, YS13, YS15, YS10, YZZ+17, ZSLL17, Zha12b, Zha12a, ZY14, ZM10, ZYL+12, ZT14, dCLFGL13, dSVdM16, dVZ17, NKJ16]. **based-on** [CDS16].

**bases** [CWZB10, KASH14, MSLS10, SBW12, ZLL+10, Zha12a, ZBMZH15].

**Basic** [CMvG10].

**basin** [JLH+14, RDRC16].

**basin-hopping** [JLH+14].

**basins** [SBN13a, SBN13b].

**Basis** [BLF14, BRLS08, BRLS12, PHK14, SN16b, TKN13, ACD+13a, ACD+13b, BLFZ13, BLL13, BLBG+13, BS10a, BLG10, CC11, DBM+15, DLZ15, Fer13a, HSN14, Hll13, HBL12, KK17a, KNP+12, LBH+11, LCW12, Leh15, LYC+13, Mit13, OAN15a, PML+12, PGdO+16, POB13, Pla11, PD11, RLD12, SWM10, SGL10a, Sea10, SNKS10, Sun15, SG13, TH13, WX12, ZPP+16, ZLT13]. **Batch** [WHJH13, TJB12]. **bath** [CSEMB+16, MO15, Vor12, WAM17]. **BaTiO** [BE12, EB12, EBK13]. **Bay-type** [WvRSM14].

**Bayesian** [Fer17, GZ14, VZ14]. **BayesWHAM** [Fer17].

**BayesWHAM** [DZT11].

**Be** [LDJ+10, EPH+15, KV15b, LZW+11, NDG14, SMGB11, TH13, TCPPC14, Zha12b, BWKW10a, CCM15, CM16, ZLY+16]. **Becke** [FPV13].

**BeH** [ZLY+16, ZLY+16]. **behavior** [BVY+12, CME11, CSAOM17, FCD10, FTR15, KRTB10, LZY+12a, PD11, TLdG+12]. **belief** [GFPSD17].

**Benchmark** [WSZW15, AF14, ANH+11, cCVG+14, GAI14, KG15, RS13, ZWGO16, IKN13].

**Benchmarked** [XYW+14]. **Benchmarking** [Ben17, Hug12, LCM+14, GP11b, HRJ+14, HRJ+15, HZ13, JRSHP14, RSG14].

**benchmarkings** [GpdC+16]. **benchmarks** [ZDKM12]. **bending** [KB11c, Sch13]. **Bennett** [BB11b, KB11c, dRBO13].

**benzaldehyde** [Lu11].

**benzannulation** [YZL+15]. **benzene** [BPM15, BRLS08, BRLS12, CR14, Fom13, FTR15, FPRS14, SNS16, SGS+16, VVJ15, YHCS11].

**benzenesulfonamide** [SSP+13]. **benzenesulfonamides** [ALK+15].

**benzenesulfonyl** [YZGS14b]. **benzimidazole** [SJ16]. **benzo** [GKR13, Ray13, RKG11]. **benzo-** [GKR13, Ray13, RKG11]. **benzoquinones** [GNA+12].

**benzyl** [NDG14, YZGS14b]. **benzyne** [FC16]. **Bergman** [DHL12]. **Berne** [SLX+15]. **beryllium** [CME11, DLT17, Kop17a].

**Best** [KPF+15, AOW11, EK17, KM13, NG10]. **Best-First** [NG10]. **Beta** [KRSC12, HLH+12, Hug12, LH11, LJ+12, SKKS13]. **beta-barrel** [LJR+12].

**beta-complex** [SKKS13]. **Beta-decomposition** [KRSC12]. **beta-peptides** [HLH+12]. **Bethe** [KK17b].

**better** [AF14, BM12, KDS17, yOaCG10, XHL16]. **between** [ALW+10, ASL+11, AR10, ACS12, CCCLRO14, CZH12, CQFC10, COOH14, CB11a, DHF+11, Den12, FD14, FC16, GYX+10, GO13, Gav12, GKSS14].
DGH+11, EFAC13, EK17, EWK+13, EP12, EB12, EBK13, FAA15, FE14, GRARO+14, GMI16, HASR+12, HYL+11, HS14a, HB14, HSH15, Hel13, HG10, HG13, HBL12, HYUS11, JCG+11, KK17a, KB10, KKN11, KGK12, KRK+13, KERY+16, KCMPG12, KKL+13, KSH+17, LEEdldV17, LMZ11a, LCH10, Lyc+13, LCA17, LyG13b, LCM+14, Lun12, MCLD10, MCK17a, MCK17b, NWW17, OHNK11, OLA15, OOT15, OZLSBH12, PBLdS12, PTK11, PKH14, POB13, PBBP11, PDG+16, PN13, PGW+17, RAR+11, RHT+15, RLD12, RR11, REV+17, RI10, RK15, SH15, SRSLO15, SP13, SS16b, SCW11, SWPR11, SRS14, SDMS13, SHB17, SHTT11, TLdG+12, TS10a, UHH+11, VLb+10, VKAM12, VKNT16. calculations [VHR16, VFRAR16, VI17, WC13, WSZW15, WTH+16, WXY14, XYW+14, YWJ+16, YD17, YN15, ZRCC11, ZLT13, ZLZ14, ZWMW10, ZH12].
CASPT2 [SGWA17, VFRAR16]. Cassandra [SMRM+17]. 

change [EMD17], changes [GDV17, GBS+17, HB15, LK13, MJLV14b, MO17, RO14b, YZGS14b].

Changing [XVN17, LLvdG10]. channel [HYYZ13, PVL+13, SFJT17, SY16b, TCX+13]. channels [KC13a, LL10c, OKIS17]. character [BMB13, Cas14, RIJ+11, YSSB12]. characteristics [DPSL16, Gav12, LT14, Mat14, RDT14, TZ11]. Characterization [VT14, XWSW13, CBP+15, DGL+13, GBW+14, GZZ12, Kop15b, MJBMI2, MPA10, RNP13, ZYG+14]. Characterizing [LH11, PRSG13, She12, Yu12b].

charged [BK13, KD10, MRO17, NPP13, RJJS17, Tsi14].

MFM$^{+12}$, MFEM$^{16}$, MSÅK$^{12}$, PGCT$^{+12}$, SGM$^{+13}$, TKXT$^{13}$, XFG$^{+16}$, XLYZ$^{10}$, YKH$^{+10}$, ZSTI$^{14}$, ZPP$^{+16}$, ZYW$^{+16}$, ZZWX$^{11}$, All$^{11}$, ABB$^{+12}$, ABB$^{+13}$, BCJC$^{+14}$, BHI$^{13}$, CCCLRMO$^{14}$, CCJ$^{+11}$, DPOS$^{16}$, DZA$^{11}$, DHE$^{+12}$, FMSG$^{12}$, GS$^{14}$, GAI$^{13}$, GD$^{10}$, GHV$^{17}$, HCB$^{11}$, HS$^{16b}$, HDH$^{12}$, HZ$^{13}$, HV$^{16}$, IHH$^{15}$, KCI$^{13b}$, KG$^{11}$, KV$^{15b}$, LC$^{10}$, uLhY$^{11}$, MS$^{13}$, MS$^{16}$, ME$^{10}$, OSHG$^{17}$, PGC$^{12}$, PPUBGD$^{10}$, PVS$^{12}$, RCR$^{+16}$, Rez$^{16}$, RK$^{15}$, SLY$^{+10}$, SRR$^{16}$, SNS$^{16}$, SNGD$^{+16}$, SY$^{16a}$, Su$^{10}$, SDSMS$^{13}$, SDL$^{14}$, SIG$^{+11}$, SIG$^{+15}$, TF$^{15}$, TLA$^{10}$, TRA$^{+16}$, VZY$^{13}$, WXL$^{12}$, WCDM$^{11}$, WS$^{11}$, XWSW$^{13}$, YDX$^{16}$, ZCK$^{+16}$, dCLFGL$^{13}$, FHW$^{+11}$, Spr$^{10}$].

computationally [JJAB$^{+16}$]. computations [AGB$^{+13}$, B LBG$^{+13}$, CC$^{+12b}$, SRL$^{+15}$, VECT$^{12}$, VAMS$^{14}$, YB$^{16}$, dACP$^{+12}$].

compute [HDM$^{+15}$, KK$^{17a}$, YAS$^{13}$, dVAG$^{+16}$]. computed [CCYL$^{+11}$, Fra$^{15}$, Fra$^{16}$, HJ$^{+13}$, IIHY$^{15}$, RLDJ$^{+17}$, UKS$^{+11}$].

Computer [CLC$^{+11}$, BV$^{14}$, CBP$^{+14}$, DSK$^{17}$, GP$^{12}$, KSH$^{+17}$, SYN$^{+12}$]. Computerized [VBDS$^{+11}$]. computers [CSSB$^{+11}$, ESB$^{+13}$, TJB$^{+12}$]. Computing [Ano$^{+10a}$, GK$^{15a}$, HDL$^{+17}$, KHW$^{+17}$, PBDW$^{11}$, SN$^{10}$, ACD$^{+13a}$, ACD$^{+13b}$, BZB$^{+13}$, CHC$^{+13}$, CKKK$^{+16}$, GM$^{17}$, LPLA$^{+13}$, MKI$^{13a}$, MKO$^{+13}$, OV$^{14}$, OPB$^{+12}$, Rod$^{13}$, TF$^{15}$, XYX$^{17}$, Yan$^{14}$, ZWL$^{+13}$].

concatenated [PSP$^{+15}$]. concentrating [LLL$^{+10}$]. concentration [IPAA$^{+11}$].

concept [GRL$^{+11}$, GRL$^{+12}$, dSVdM$^{+16}$].

congestion [KNE$^{11a}$, XLYZ$^{10}$]. condensation [KNE$^{11a}$, XLYZ$^{10}$]. condensed [HRB$^{+17}$, RSLML$^{12}$, VKAM$^{12}$, dSdS$^{12a}$, dSdS$^{12b}$]. condition [IKN$^{+13}$, MTvG$^{+12}$].

conditional [BMPML$^{+13}$]. conditions [BRGN$^{+12}$, KB$^{14a}$, MO$^{+15}$, MO$^{+17}$, NO$^{+16}$, SIE$^{+15}$, SKMS$^{+13}$, TCPPC$^{+14}$, VECT$^{12}$].

Conductor [KB$^{14b}$, SDF$^{+17}$]. Conductor-like [KB$^{14b}$, SDF$^{+17}$]. conductors [MRB$^{+14}$, NFI$^{+16}$]. cone [BKLA$^{+13}$].

Configuration [SS$^{+13a}$, Cas$^{+13}$, CTP$^{+13}$, EK$^{+17}$, GA$^{+14}$, GP$^{11a}$, HBL$^{+12}$, LC$^{+10}$, MIS$^{+15}$, ZRCC$^{+11}$]. configurational [RO$^{+14a}$, WDHZ$^{+13}$].

Confining [NSP$^{+15}$, CDB$^{+10}$, FTR$^{+15}$, Vy$^{+15}$, Vy$^{+16}$]. confinement [TM$^{+16}$].

Confining [WRG$^{+17}$]. conformation [AST$^{+16}$, EJ$^{+13}$, PVJ$^{+10}$, SEF$^{+16}$]. conformational [SV$^{+11}$]. conformational [JJAB$^{+16}$]. conformational [JJAB$^{+16}$].
crystalline [DOM+11, DSLD13, DB12, EP12, EFOD13, GS12, DCOD13, RB13b, WDLG12].
crystallography [YW13], crystals [HZSS17, KGHC15, KLN12, KB16, LPS11, PLP+16, SFDE16, VECT12, You10].

CTOCD [PC14].
Cu [Rab12, RHT+15, TS15b, WRG+17, AMK11, CR14, ČMD13, GEP+14, HSH15, Mor15, PGS+15, PXXW10, PH12, RHT+15, SB10, WGN+16, WGLG+16, XP13, ZRCC11, ZSWL12].
Cu-O [ZRCC11].
Cu2II [WGLG+16].
Cuby [Rez16].
CuCN [TS15b].
CUDA [SR11].
CUDA-enabled [SR11].
CuE [TG12b].
curcumin [AMK11].
Curie [WMW11].
curing [LPMT17, PPH+14].
Current [NS17, ABM+15, FNSF+11, GWT+17, HLBLCCG15, PCLL11, PZM15, Vik11].
current-density [Vik11].
currents [RVB+12].
Curvature [LPLS16, RR12, NW17].
Curvature-dependent [LPLS16].
curves [BBI+11, LSH+11].
cut [DH14].
CVD [NIIT15].
CX [LGW12, EPH+15, ZYLL12].
CXH [CKL+11].
CXHM [LDJ+10].

cyanide [LZHH11, LLW12, TLY+12, VVBL17].
cyanide-chemosensing [LZHH11].
cyanides [PGS+15].
cyano [PKK17, TS10b].
cyanobacteria [RCM+13a, RML+15].
cyano [RCM+13a, RML+15].
cyanovirin [VM11].
cytochrome-P450-mediated [MRR11].
cytochromes [APA+14].
cytosine [JS17a, LZH+11, ZZY+16].
cyclizations [DCHL12].
cycloadditions [YZN13].
cyclobutadiene [SFM14, MCC11].
cyclized [QZ10a].
cyclodextrin [DBG11].
cycloguanil [APA+14].
cyclohexane [CROBY16, SNDK16, SAVG15].
cyclohexanes [SNDK16].
cycloocta [ABDGN12].
cycloocta-1 [ABDGN12].
cyclooctatetraene [DP11, SP13].
cyclopentadienes [LZH16].
cyclopropenylidene [VPV12].
cyclosporin [QZM11].
CYP11B2 [RVP+11].
CYP11B2-mediated [RVP+11].
CYP19A1 [VC15].
CYP2A6 [ALW+10].
cysteine [CPK12, SDL14].
cytochrome [EH13, BS16a, MRR11, SL+10, SOYC12, TN10, TDP+12, VCM15].
cytochrome-P450-mediated [MRR11].
cytochromes [APA+14].
cytosine [JS17a, LZH+11, ZZY+16].
detonation [LWWG12]. developers [GKV+13]. Developing [CK17, DSK17, LPS+13]. Development [GLB16, GMMH+16, LLJ12, MMB+17, MMZW14, RZG+13, RLD12, TNYN16, WPM+15, ZA15, CYG+15, GMASBF16, GCP+13, LPLA13, PZA15, PPM15, WDHZ13, YWZ14, ZsA10, ZSYH12, CRC13, VKC10, WCDM11]. developments [YWJ+16]. Deviation [CSAdOM17]. deviations [HDL+14, KG15]. devices [DJX+11b, DJX+11a]. Dewar [Bac12]. DFT [SIG+15, YJ17, ZZY+16, AALCM11, AR10, AF14, ASMS10, BTMS12, BIL10, BTB+11, CCB15, CH10, cCVG+14, CXS10, DJD12, EFAC13, FVP14, FPRS14, GMASBF16, HSH15, HRJ+14, HRJ+15, HBI+17, JRSHP14, KG15, Kar17, KT12, KKL+13, KM13, KP10, LEdOLdlV17, LRRB12, LZZ+10, LZHH11, LZX+10, LSH+11, LYSS11, LZLC13, LH14a, LLSW14, LCM+14, MMS16, MTD16, MG15, Mat10, MS11, MVK10, Mor15, MCK17a, MCK17b, NKJ16, NMLD13, PTK11, PHK14, QLYL10, RDF+11, RS14, RRC+15, RN17, REL17, RKB+14, RK15, SRF+17, SWM10, SRL+15, SDL14, TG12b, Ts14, Ts15b, Ts17, VVJ15, VECT12, VAMS14, WKL12, WYGW12, YZGS14a, YSRS10, YZ15b, ZCK+16, ZWGO16, ZZWT12, dSDdAR10].

DFT-based [NKJ16, NC12]. DFT-derived [REL17].


DFT-based [NKJ16, NC12]. DFT-derived [REL17].


diagonization [BK9+11, HKR+14]. diagonalization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

DFT-based [NKJ16, NC12]. DFT-derived [REL17].


diagonization [BK9+11, HKR+14]. diagonalization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

diagonization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

DFT-based [NKJ16, NC12]. DFT-derived [REL17].


diagonization [BK9+11, HKR+14]. diagonalization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

diagonization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

DFT-based [NKJ16, NC12]. DFT-derived [REL17].


diagonization [BK9+11, HKR+14]. diagonalization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].

diagonization [OV14, VED10, ZY14]. diagrammatic [WWD14, YD17].

diagonization-free [BK9+11, HKR+14].
distance-dependent KCPMG12, distances BLDK+13, SSWX14, SMGB11, distinction ZY14, Distinguishing FD14, GMBX+16, Distributed XFG+16, BMBJ11, UIW+10, XFG+15, distribution [Bou14, HDK+12, HNS16, JLCA17, SYH12, TKN10, YKO+11], distributions [AS15b, BCSCJ+13, GWF11, GMG+10, LRER13, disulfide ZYS+10, ditetrazoles ZZWX11, dithiolate GS11, dithiolene KTK17, Divalent WC14, BMB13, divergence PNG10, diverse LLC+10, diversity WF16, Divide NNK+16, BRP+12, BGR13, BK17b, KKKN11, WX12, YN15, Divide-and-conquer NNK+16, BRP+12, BGR13, KKKN11, WX12, YN15, divide-expand-consolidate BK17b, Dividing SLT+15, DLPNO [CSGOA17], DLPNO-CCSD [CSGOA17], DMF [YZL+15], DMPC [GBL+11, PS10, SLX+15], DMS [RAGLI1], DNA [AB10, DNN15, BD11, BH13, BZH14, DMN14, FPB12, GWX+12, HKD+12, HQC16, HvM12, IPAA11, KvdV14, IW11, LMZ+11b, LIT12, OHNK11, OLA15, QLQ11, SM14b, She12, SM15, SM16b, SZSZ16, YZWC11, YJXZ13, YS10, ZLL+10, DNA-backbone [AB10], DNA MR [SR11], DOCK [ABM+15, BS10c], docking [ABM+15, BMR11, BAMR13, BBOB16, BBP11, BCG10, BEL+11, CSSB11, DFF+15, DSX+11, ESB13, FM10, FTW12, FRLN10, GLB16, GSHM10, GPS10, GZM11, HDM+15, HHLW11, HZ13, KERY+16, Kri10, LS11a, LLC+10, LL10b, LLL+13, LJL+11, MMM+16, MPNS13, MP11, MFR10, NMF+14, NHK+13, NG10, OCLM14, OZS+13, PLAG11, PLV+11, Pro16, RMP+13, SA13, SHL+11, SKKS13, TO10, VSD10, Vor10, WdVN12, WZ17, XML+15, ZL11, ZW13, ZSB+16, dVZ17, docking* LZ11, docking-rescoring [BMR11], DockoMatic [JBAM11], Does [MBFG15, MIS+15, SV15], DOI [Ano15-59], Domain [KNE11a, AC11a, IMK+16, MBT14, RJ16, SBFT17], domains [FCPMJ14, OOK11], dominant [Hua16], donor DGL+13, Gil11, Lu11, MSV16, MIS+15, donor- [MIS+15], donors [LC10, TZ12], dopant [SRL+15], doped [GAMAC+14, LLC17, PGC12, TN12, VS14, WMW11], doping [HYL+11, LLD17, WMW11], DOT2 [RTP+13], dots [DPAB16], double [Alg17, BE14, CCB15, CGR16, CC11, FC16, KM13, LBH+11, LYG+13, LLL+12, SGPS+17, SP13, Sea10, YYT12, ZLY+16], double-Hybrid [CGR16, LBH+11, SGPS+17, Sea10], double-wall [BE14], doubly [SZX13a, SZX13b, ZWIX11], Douglas [YS13], DOX [RCP+16], DPO [WGL+11], DPPC [LBDP12, rWGS17], DPT [BH13, BZH14], Dramatic [MLY+13], Draw [LBB+15], drawback [BRGN12], Drew [IPAA11], driven [BLSL11, DSM+11, HXM+16, KC13b, LLL+13, LLL+12, REL17], driving [RN17, YZ17], Drude [LKVdSM15, Ric16, SM14b, ZM10], Drug [GSHM10, MBA14, FLM11, GMASBF16, Ibr11, ISP+10, PC11, PVJ10, VHA+10], drug-like [VHA+10], druggability [LG14], drugs [PPUBGD10], DSCs [YI11], DSPMP [FZL+15], DsRed.M1 [SGDT10], DSS [GZM11].
DTTO [MCAG+16]. dual [JCG+10, MA16, TMJ15]. Duncanson [Bac12].
duplex [HDK+12]. Durandal [BSZ+12]. during
[GNDA+12, LBC+12, MJLV14a, MJLV14b, PNG10, RSKG14, dCDP15].
dyad [KP10]. dyads [KCK+15]. dye
[ACS12, JYS+12, LSL+12, YJN+11]. dye-aggregates [SLP+12].

dye-sensitized [ACS12, JYS+12, LSL+12, YJN+11]. dye-sensitizer
[YJN+11]. dyes [DBM+17, VAA14, WJG+13, YJN+11].
dynamic [LKL10, TNYN16, AKK+16, BS10a, BMB13, CVT+11, ESM+12, GBL+11, 
Hel13, MB14, NYN17, OPR16, Vor12, PBDW11]. dynamical
[ALH+10, EFOD13, Ham11, VPR10]. dynamically [HS17].
Dynamics
[CPV+12, LK13, MFEM16, AALCM11, AG11, AS15a, Aki16, ASL+11, 
ABD11, APK14, AB16a, ALH+10, BHB12, BSL11, BDTP11, BJSI12, BW15, 
DMN15, BMBJ11, Bow16, BEL+11, CTR13, CS14, CH16, CCOH14, 
CCW+10, CHKR10, DASA15, DGH+11, DSD+11, DZH11, DLZ15, EP10, 
EK15, ETLS17, EFOD13, Fom13, FBM11, GBL+11, GDV17, GR11, 
GWZ15, GCW14, GGM+12, GP11b, GC11, HZ11, HCD+10, HP10b, HPSK12, 
HJ10, HHWL17, HRD16, HC14, IUK+11, ISK14, II10, IPAA11, JIS13, JA10, 
JBSQG11, JCG+10, JAH+10, JST10, JMS14, JS17b, KCK+15, KV+10, 
KUDG12, KGHC15, KDB13, KB14a, KNE11a, KERY+16, KLOS10, KSR+16, 
KG13, KV15a, KVR10, LL12, Lar12, LWK+14, LH11, LJR+12, LL13a, 
LRvdSM15, LCH10, LSY+13, LMI14, LPE+10, LLTC12, LZS+17, LPLB16, 
LLT2, LBDP12, MBT14, MKS+12, MSC+10, MJ14, MN15]. dynamics
[MCRL17, MFEM15, MADWB11, MKM+17, MB16, MHR11, MO17, 
MIOM13, NPTS16, NST14, NFDP13, NFG+13, NNK+16, NHK+13, 
NTY15, Oht16, ON14, OGL10, OCL11, OLY17, OT12, OCW+15, PMC+17, 
PSS14, PAK15, PH17, PL14, PM13, PD12, PHT17, PVZ13, PS10, PVAM16, 
RS12, Ras17, RO14a, RO14b, RFN15, RR14, RdA12, RVdB16, RLG14, 
REL+14, RSR15, RSB+13, SHMO11, SL+15, SWM10, SSWX14, SOM+13, 
SJ17, SYN+12, SM16b, SK13, SKMS13, SLL13, SJ16, SV11, SBvG14, 
SAvG15, Tac17, TNYN16, US11, Vor10, VM11, WKLC12, WBN+13, 
WAM17, WC11, WHL+10, WH11, WWKS11, WLC2, WES13, WG14, Wu10, 
WBVE16, YPvD13, YJXZ13, Yon16, Yu12a, ZZY+16, ZX11, ZDKM12, 
ZBP11, ZP13, dCLFG13, dSVdM+16]. dynamics-based [Vor10].
DynamO [BSL11].

[Ano11, JHMB+09, JHMB+11, WD10]. easy [TKT11, VVV+15b, Yes12].
Ebola [OLY17]. economic [PN13]. Ecoupling [dVAG16]. edge
[DJX+11b, PDG+16]. edge-modified [DJX+11b]. editing [You10]. Editor
[GKR13, GPGSM12, JW12, Ray13, RSLML12, WM12, dSDs12b, vLBBR12, 
Lli12, BCJC+14, KRC14, Man13, VVB13]. Editorial
[Ano16-56, Ano16-103, Ano16-104, Ano16-105, Ano16-106, Ano16-107, Yan16, 
Ano16-129, Ano16-108, Ano16-109, Ano16-110, Ano16-130, Ano16-111, 
Ano16-112, Ano16-113, Ano16-114]. Editorials [BEFS13]. Effect
[HDL^{+17}, SL10]. ended [RJR14, Zim15]. endo [FB14a]. endohedral [FL15, GLF16, MCK17a, MCK17b, ZSL^{+11}, ZYG^{+14}]. endohedrally [DM15, VIT^{+15}]. endothelial [JAH^{+17}]. endpoint [BB11a]. ene [GRCL12, FB12]. enediene [DCHL12]. Energetic [JW12, CG15, MCAG^{+16}, SLHW09, TPL^{+10}, YSRS10, ZZWX11, ZYL^{+12}]. Energetics [SFM14, BK17a, BMFG16, DSF17, JJH^{+13}, KB13, MP13, MBRC16, OCW^{+15}, SJ11, SNS16, SDB^{+16}, ST13, SFBT17]. energies [AF14, AS14, AG12, BW11a, BLF14, BVHI17, BS16b, BE16, CHG^{+16}, CMD13, CH10, CTP13, CBG16, DHOG13, DHF^{+11}, DPOS16, FGM11, Gil11, GP11a, Gri3, HAGK10, HH10, HH11, HLW^{+17}, HHWL17, IKN13, KSH13, Kar17, KJDB12, KB11b, KPY13, LW11, LHWH14, LH14a, MCS11, MS13, MSAK12, MBE16, MMJ10, NWW17, NMF^{+14}, OBW12, yOTn16, OAN15a, OSR16, PGCT^{+12}, PPJ14, RLKD17, RDDS10, RAR^{+11}, RO14b, RZ16, RR14, Rob13, RJS17, SRR16, SK12, SRL^{+13}, SOD^{+11}, STM^{+15}, SGWA17, TSI14, TSN16, UD12, VVG13, VECT12, VM11, WBT10, WS10, WJG^{+13}, WG12, WX12, YAS13, YMP14, ZZ14, dALdS^{+15}, dRBO13]. Energy [DK11, GS16, IIHY15, JCGVPHT17, LFN^{+10}, LPLB16, SN16b, SSGS15, SKGB13, WM12, AMGB10, AC11a, A-Nao10a, AK10, ANKN16, BCSCJ^{+13}, BPM15, BRE16, BH15, BS16a, BRLS08, BRLS12, BACSCJ^{+10}, Bou14, BD11, BWMSM10, BB11b, BB11c, BG12, CM13a, CK10, CDM^{+15}, CLA16, CY09, CX10, CY11, CI13, CH16, CS17, CHR^{+12b}, CHR^{+12a}, CKP10, CMvG10, CPK12, CWZB10, DGH^{+11}, DBG11, DS12b, DH14, DWC17, EV14, FMNC11, Fer17, FCOGM12, FSSW17, FCCP17, FLM11, GS14, GS15, GHH12, GO13, GNO16, HDL^{+17}, He13, HDM^{+15}, HH15, HG13, HYMZ16, HYUS11, HJKJ13, HYD10, HDH15a, HDHi15b, HDHL15c, IMK^{+16}, ISN13, JCP11, JMLL13, JZ12, JZZM14, JX10, KCB^{+12}, KTT16, KB10, KNHN16, KN17, KHWB17, KB11a, Kop15a, Kop16, Kop17a, Kop17b, KLS10, KMLS10, KCL^{+14}, LMZ11a, LZZ14]. Energy-adjusted [HH15]. enforced [BW11b]. engine [BEFS13, HC14, DBDP16]. enhance [EFH^{+15}, LZZ^{+15}, MIS^{+15}]. Enhanced [CFC15, HTS15, IMK^{+16}, KvdV14, BND14, KKO^{+16}, LC16, MBFG15, SL11, ZLT^{+15}]. enhancement [LLL^{+11}, MA17]. enhancements [Abr11]. enol [FD14]. enoyl [STM^{+15}, SJ16]. enoyl-ACP
Ensemble [PKIC11, MKM+17, YHH+13, ZWP11].

Ensembles [CDM+15, GO13, Gri13, PBDW11, PKIC11, RLDJ17, RO14a].

Entatic [HBR17].

Enthalpies [cCVG+14, HDK+12, LLH11, LWL+10, MRR11, WKC11, WDW12, ZWLX11].

Enthalpy [UCFR16, vADC+14].

Entropy [CHR+12b, CHR+12a, Pro16].

Environments [CCW+10, CB11a, JWST10, KKR+13, Lar12, LvG13b, LLT12, TLY+12].

Environment [JBSQG11, PAT+10].

Epimeric [HH11].

Epitope [CGBK13].

Epitopes [GRP+12].

Epoxidation [WCDM11].

Epoxides [BCP+10].

Equation [BCCO10, CD16, CLA16, Fer13b, Fer13a, FCE15, Fra15, Fra16, KK17b, RLS13, SK15a, SM16a, SG10a, WBVE16, XX17].

Equations [BYE+16, ZR10].

Equilibrated [WHAS+10, WHAS+16].

Equilibrating [OPR16].

Equilibration [LBDP12, SMP17].

Equilibrium [DSD+11, FD14, LLvG10, LvG13a, MCLD10, NHH16, SJWE10, WXY14].

Eric [Sch10].

ERKALE [LHS12].

Ermod [SM14a].

Errata [CHR+12b, HRJ+15].

Erratum [ACD+13a, Ano15-59, Ano15-58, Ano17z, ABB+13, BRLS12, CY13, Fra16, GLW13a, HNWF12, HvM17, HDHL15a, HDHL15b, ICS+13, JHMB+11, Li14a, MSK+12, RK16a, SFCCK+15, SB13b, SSM15a, WHAS+16].

Error [HAGK10, Hua16, PHK14, PB11, WNP+16, ZH12].

Errors [LEdOLdlV17].

ESCF [vW11].

Esculetin [LYSS11].

ESES [LWZ+17].

Essentials [DASA15, SKMS13, XTY+14].

Establishing [ZKH+10].

Estrone [AGM+13].

Estimates [GS16, GS15, NFG+13].

Estimating [RF15, KB11b, TTB+11].

Estimation [RLDJ17, BPE16, CZY11, Fer17, GLM+17, HHWL17, Hug14, JKS+16, MSV16, MRR11, OZS+13, PHK14, SY11, YOMT14, ZH12].

Estimator [FCPMJ14, WBF17].

Ethan [Tak11, ZLT13].

Ethanol [AAMD+11].

Ethylene [HLB15, WLC12].

Ethers [KGR13, Ray13, RKG11].

Etoh [KCS12].

ETS [CSM16].

ETS-NOVC [CSM16].

Eulerian [LWZ+17].

Evaluating [BY11, KPL13].

Evaluate [BY11, KPL13].

Evaluating [SJ16, WG12, HLS12, VL17a, XSZL11].

Evaluation [AYYO17, CHR+12b, CHR+12a, EP12, HG10, LLC+10, MBE16, MCK17a, RRRH12, RB13b, WM17, YD17, BMR11, BLF13, BLF14, DLT17, DS12b, GS11, HBI+17, ISO+13, KLOS10, Kos16, KSC16, LJW11a, LW11, LHHW14].
explosive \textsuperscript{YP\textsuperscript{+10}}. Exponential \textsuperscript{BBOB16, BB11b}. expressions \textsuperscript{Gav12}. extended \textsuperscript{GWZX12, KUDG12, LRvdSM15, SSWX14, TSN17, YB16, Pon11}. Extending \textsuperscript{LMZ11a, Man13, VBV13a, VBV13, PHH\textsuperscript{+12}}. extensible \textsuperscript{GWZX12, KUDG12, LRvdSM15, SSWX14, TSN17, YB16, Pon11}. Extensive \textsuperscript{LMZ11a, Man13, VBV13a, VVB13, PHH\textsuperscript{+12}}. external \textsuperscript{GCW14, JYC\textsuperscript{+16}, LAS\textsuperscript{+14}}. \textbf{Extension} \textsuperscript{HSN14, PFVL14, SDZ17, YHVM12, Cam15, LL11, RLLHL12, Ras17}. Extensive \textsuperscript{JW12, SLHW09, YB11, CF14, KM13}. extrapolation \textsuperscript{CC11, LYC\textsuperscript{+13}, OAN15a, SRR16}. Extreme \textsuperscript{HRHI17, Cam15, DS12a, JBSQG11}. Extremely \textsuperscript{ZM11}. F \textsuperscript{CXW14, CXS10, GPK\textsuperscript{+16}, GTK10, HBL12, LZJ\textsuperscript{+11}, Li14a, Li14b, PMG\textsuperscript{+16}, Rab12, STM\textsuperscript{+15}, TFQ\textsuperscript{+10}, TFQ\textsuperscript{+11}, TCPPC14, WLW\textsuperscript{+10}, WCY\textsuperscript{+11}, YS13, ZYLL12, ZLLL12, BWKW10b, CCM15, Chn10, H10, LZL\textsuperscript{+15b}, MLGB16, SYH12, TCPPC14, Yu12a, ZWY\textsuperscript{+10b}}. F-ATP \textsuperscript{SYH12}. F\textsuperscript{12} \textsuperscript{BBG\textsuperscript{+11}}. F\textsuperscript{12a} \textsuperscript{MLCD11}. F\textsuperscript{130L} \textsuperscript{ZJZM13}. FabI \textsuperscript{STM\textsuperscript{+15}, SJ16}. face \textsuperscript{GY10, Zha11}. Face-to-face \textsuperscript{Zha11}. faces \textsuperscript{PRJ\textsuperscript{+17}}. facilitate \textsuperscript{MDTD16}. facilitate \textsuperscript{HNTS15}. Facilitating \textsuperscript{CVG14, VVG13}. facilify \textsuperscript{ZM11}. F-ATP \textsuperscript{SYH12}. F\textsuperscript{12} \textsuperscript{BBG\textsuperscript{+11}}. F\textsuperscript{12a} \textsuperscript{MLCD11}. F\textsuperscript{130L} \textsuperscript{ZJZM13}. FabI \textsuperscript{STM\textsuperscript{+15}, SJ16}. face \textsuperscript{GY10, Zha11}. Face-to-face \textsuperscript{Zha11}. Facilitating \textsuperscript{ESB13}. facilitator \textsuperscript{Mez10}. facilities \textsuperscript{GP11b}. Facing \textsuperscript{SLT14}. factor \textsuperscript{WLF11, WC11, XMSZ16}. factors \textsuperscript{VKAM12}. Factors \textsuperscript{GMSV14, EFOD13, LBH\textsuperscript{+11}, LCW12, Pie14, VSA11}. fail \textsuperscript{WCWV15}. failure \textsuperscript{JWO15}. FALDI \textsuperscript{dLC17}. family \textsuperscript{PHC13, ZLZ14}. FAMSEC \textsuperscript{CSM16}. farming \textsuperscript{HPSK12}. Farm \textsuperscript{AGR11b, BSZ\textsuperscript{+12}, GZM11, HKR12, Kne11b, KDT\textsuperscript{+12}, LAT10, LAT11, NHH16, PPJ14, RB13a, RDDS10, SM14a, SR11, TRA\textsuperscript{+16}, VGV\textsuperscript{+11}, XSZL11, YZZ16, Yes12, dVZ17, DZA11, FGM11, GBFD12, Kan15, LFB14, LBG16, MDT10, MS12, MPBJ11, OV14, dRL11, Sch12, TJB12, Yes15, ZSS\textsuperscript{+13}, ZCM11, dSAdSL13, YWJ\textsuperscript{+16}}. faster \textsuperscript{HC14, AM10}. fate \textsuperscript{SIG\textsuperscript{+11}}. fathead \textsuperscript{TTL\textsuperscript{+12}}. FAU \textsuperscript{LZTV10}. FE \textsuperscript{JJAB16, BTMS12, LLLM11, LLSW14, VED10, WWKS16, Bac12, DAdGR15, GBGR16, PCH13, SSX\textsuperscript{+14}, YPd13, vADC\textsuperscript{+14}}. feasible \textsuperscript{VAMS14}. feature \textsuperscript{TD10, YS\textsuperscript{+10}}. Features \textsuperscript{FHMB15, ALW\textsuperscript{+10}, AS11, ABM\textsuperscript{+15}, DLW\textsuperscript{+10}, PLP\textsuperscript{+16}, WC11}. featuring \textsuperscript{Alg17, ZYW\textsuperscript{+16}}. feedback \textsuperscript{VHR16}. FeFe \textsuperscript{GS11}. Fehlberg \textsuperscript{AMGB10}. FeO \textsuperscript{TLY\textsuperscript{+12}}. FeP1d \textsuperscript{BK15}. FEBERUS \textsuperscript{DBDP16}. ferromagnetism \textsuperscript{HYL\textsuperscript{+11}}. ferromagnets \textsuperscript{ZA15}. FeS \textsuperscript{TLY\textsuperscript{+12}}. Festschrift \textsuperscript{HIS17}. FEW \textsuperscript{HG13}. FF \textsuperscript{LGW12}. FFLUX \textsuperscript{FP17a, FP17b}. FFT \textsuperscript{MYT\textsuperscript{+14}, WS13}. field \textsuperscript{AJR16, ALH\textsuperscript{+10}, BK\textsuperscript{S\textsuperscript{+11}, BCSCJ\textsuperscript{+13}, BCJC\textsuperscript{+14}, BY11, BW15, CRC13, CIK13, CYG\textsuperscript{+15}, CZA17, CLC11, CB11b, CB11c, CK17, DPNM11, DGPM14, DFF\textsuperscript{+15}, DMAH15, DP15, DGB\textsuperscript{+13}, DLZ15, EPD\textsuperscript{+11}, Gar12, GSD10, GZM11, HH11, HKR12, HLH\textsuperscript{+12}, HKR\textsuperscript{+14}, HM13, HJLV16, HCP15, ISO\textsuperscript{+13}, IHJ\textsuperscript{+13}, JSXH16, KLJ\textsuperscript{+17}, KSK11, KT10, KMLS10, KR10, Lar11, LvDH13, LC17, LPS\textsuperscript{+13}, LPE\textsuperscript{+10}, LN15, LLvG10, LvG13c, LL13b, LDG\textsuperscript{+15}, MRO17, MBC11, MCB\textsuperscript{+13}, MS\textsuperscript{+13}, MTvG12, MBE16
MLC13, MHRR11, MP17, NTNY15, ON14, PHC13, PG15, PZCL16, PLH16, PVM10, PS10, PNG10, Rod13, SH15, ST11, SM14b, SK17, SZBM13, Sie15, SS13c, SCSW13, SM15, SYZ + 17, SBvG14, Tak14, TYN15, VHA + 10, VPR10, VikI1, VVLG17, WXL17, WTH + 16, WC14, WZK + 13, WDHZ13, XP13, XVA + 16, Yan11, YWZ14, YJXZ13, YJ11, YN15, YCK16, YHVM12, ZSLL17.


First-Principles [CCJC10, DBM + 15, ELI2, EBK13, JCG + 11, LLLM11, LLB + 12, LCWW10, RRK16, TKN13, YPvD13, YRI3, wZbZ11, BPE16, BCCO10, BEL + 11, EDM17, GD10, GA14, LL10c, Lu11, MCF10, NNS15, RZG + 13, SK12, TKC + 11, TZ11, WXS + 12, WYL + 15, WD10, WZK + 13, YHCS11, Zha12b, Zha12a, ZWMW10, ZZ12, vADC + 14, HYL + 11].


flexible-boundary [PL14]. flip [ZLHH14]. FLOODing [HNTS15, HNS16].


fluorescence [CH10, EJ13, ZLL + 10]. fluorescent [LZL + 10, NOS + 14, PGW + 17, WJG + 13]. fluoride [LZL + 10, MBRC16, NC12, Rab12, SRL + 15]. fluorides [Sán17].

fluorobenzene [KS13b]. Fluorophilic [vRWGS17]. fluoroquinolones
BZB+13, BG13, CHG+16, CR14, CWWH11, CSKH15, CSKH16, CC11, CNK97, CPLL11, CB11d, FD16, GA14, GHL17, GZL+12, GNCA10, GSS13, GEG11, GWPJ11, Han11, HDL+17, HNWF07, HNWF12, HG10, HZS17, IKN13, JCP14, JLH+14, JW16, JYS+12, KD10, KKPT11, KOP+14, KGHK12, KB13, KZZ+16, KLN12, LCW12, LBS16, LGW12, LBTV11, LBT12, LHKS12, LH14b, LLH17, LPMT17, MAK+14, MWJ+11, MFR+17, Mor15, MMJ10, NF17, NO16, NDK+16, Oht16, ORZ11, OM12, PAK17, PPH+14, Pie14, PD11, QZ10b, RJPB12, RS13, RB12, RSLML12, RHPWS13, RHT+15, Rui11, SPS+12, SH15, SFG+17, SCW11, SBT17, SEF+16, SE14, SH14, STS13, SMM15a, SMM15b, SKTT11, SZZS16, STS15, TLDG+12, TG12a, TS10b, VV14, Vik11. functional [VL17a, VI17, VLGK17, VED10, WKC10a, WHL10, WDLG12, WYT17, WHX+10, WL14, WTH+16, WGN+16, XYW+14, YJ11, YLZ+10, YS13, ZXS+10, ZWLX11, ZSWL12, ZLY+14, ZYW+10, ZLY+10a, ZLHH14, ZGS+10, dSdS12b, functional basis [PD11]. functionalities [KAG+12]. functionalized [KYKR15, LDSSR16]. functionalities [Ben17, CCB15, CGR16, DH17, DOM+11, DWC17, FPR14, HG10, HBI+17, KB10, KSH13, KSSH13, Kar17, KM13, LBH+11, LH14a, LKI6a, PW12, RSG14, Rui11, SGPJS+17, Sea10, SDM+16, SPR+13, SZX13a, VLGK+17, Yu12b, ZTH+15]. functions [BLZ+13, CD13, CC11, CVG14, Fer13b, Fer13a, FFA14, Fra15, Fra16, GSHM10, GZ14, KK17a, LRER13, MY17b, Mit13, MLCD11, PHT17, Pro16, RHRCH16, SPM14, SYDS11, Sun15, TNYN16, WZ17, TK13]. fundamental [CD16, XLYZ10]. furanosides [KRTB10]. Further [RTS+13, FVB10, PZA15]. fused [CZY11]. fusion [OLY17]. Fuzzy [FPV13, SK12, SK17]. fuzzy-border [SK12, SK17]. FXeOXeF [ARLP13].


Gas-phase
Generalized
[GH16b, KCPMG12, AB16b, BSPP+13, DSF17, FCE15, GH16a, LL10a, MA16, PS13, SZTSM10, SSBW14, WWKS11, WHM10, WBVE16]. generate [MPA12]. generated [HWLW11].

Geometrically [RIJ11]. geometries
[Alg17, HCP15, SRA17, Tak10, LXZ+10]. Geometry
gibberellin [HYYZ13]. gibberellin-binding [HYYZ13]. Gini [WF16].


Gradient [DS15, CDM10, HHHY10, KN17, SH15]. gradient-directed
Gradients [GP11a, WM12, BWMSM10, CCB15, HH16a, LBGS16, LFN+10, RSG14, SFG+17, SSWM09, SLG15, vLBBR12]. grafting [KKR+13].

gradient [GP11a, WM12, BWMSM10, CCB15, HH16a, LBGS16, LFN+10, RSG14, SFG+17, SSWM09, SLG15, vLBBR12].

grained [BLKP12, CAD16, HHWL17, JC16, KVQC+11, KLS10, KMLS10, LZ12, LZX16, LZZ14, LZLMP16, MLS10, MBC11, MBC13, NST14, RSG+10, SLX+15, SDZ17, SJ17, SM15, SA+G15, WBF17].

graining [BJP15, GMPB12, ML14].

gran [HLvdV13, PHH+12].

grand-canonical [PHH+12].

Grante [HLvdV13, PHH+12].

graph [WSH10, DH14, GPGSM11, GPGSM12, Ihli12, MCC12, PsdPE+10, Pog10, RNP10]. graph-based [DH14].

Graph [WSH10, PsdPE+10, Pog10].

Graph-theoretical [WSH10, PsdPE+10, Pog10].

Graphane [YZZ+17].

Gratzel [VAA14].

gravitational [DS15].

Grcarma [KG13].

Green [LWL+11, NSO+14, PGW+17, yOTn16].

Gregori [Ihl12].

Gregori-Puigjané [Ihl12].

ggreg [Ihl12].

Gregori [Ihl12].

Gregori-Puigjané [Ihl12].

Grid [BAMR13, HEMCZE+14, KP11, LZ11, LLZA12, MM+16, RLLHL12, dVZ17, CM13b]. Grid-based [BAMR13, HEMCZE+14, KP11, LZ11, LLZA12, MM+16]. grids [DH17].

Gro2mat [DK14].

GROMACS [AG11, Abr11, Gar12, GP11b, KPF+15, LRvdSM15, PHH+12, TKT11, KWG15, DDK14].

GROMOS [HH11, HLL+12, KAG+12, LGL11, LVG13c, MRO17, MSvG12, PLH16, PFV14, SBV10].

GromPy [PHH+12]. ground [BBI+11, CCM15, FAA15, GCM15, HH16a, Kop15a, LLBO12, LYC+13, LX11, LS11b]. ground-state [HH16a, Kop15a, LLBO12].

group [Kan15, KV15b, LPS12, TN10, WGL+11]. growing [JZ17, Zim15].

growth [FCL+10, LL10, LZLMP16, MZZ11, OME16, RS14, WC11, XYW+14].

Grubbs [RS17].

GSK3 [LJL+11]. GTKDynamo [BTA+13].

GTP [SS13c].

guanidine [HRJ+14, HGP14, HRJ+15, JRSHP14].

guanidinium [CCCLCGRO14].

guanine [BZH14, LZH+11, PDM10].

guanine-cytosine [LZH+11].

guanines [WGL12].

guanylthiourea [MAPB10].

guest [OAN15b, YDGZ15].

GUI [WCJ+14, JCL+17, KLJ+17].

guide [BS15, GKV+13].

guided [OCL11, WBVE16, YVEI+17, Yon16, ZC14].

guiding [HS17].

gWEGA [YLGX14].
NMLD13, OPRI6, PMG^16, RMPAM15, SNDK16, STS^10, Tak11, TSJ^10, TFO^11, UT14, VIT^15, VV14, WKC10a, WLKC12, WHL^10, WWKS16, WCL^11, XFX^16, YKH15, YZ15b, YZZ^17, ZYLL12, AS15a, Ben17, BS10b, CK10, CKL^11, Chu10, DHE^12, GTK10, GS11, HZ11, HRL11, KTT16, LJW^11b, LWD13, Niz13, OKIS17, PTK11, Pie14, Pon10, STS^10, TS15a, UT15, WGL12, WvRSM14, XhD15, YZ15b, YZZ^17. H- [Pon10].

H-atom [BS10b]. H-bonding [WGL12]. H-C-C-H [YZZ^17, YZZ^17].


Heats [KSM16, ZWX^16]. headgroup [PS10]. headpiece [LKL10]. heat [MO15].


Heating [MO15]. Heats [KSM16, ZWX^16]. heavy [VKAM12, WS11]. heights [BS10b, KG15, ZW17].


Henry [QYL10, VKTRJ15]. HFO [HyL11]. hexagon [GHZ10].


Hessians [GVP^10]. heterobimetallic [DSdAR10]. heterocyclic [BSDP16, CWT^12, KYKR15, LXZ^10, RF15, SGHL13, WS12].

Heterodimer [YT12]. Heterogeneous [DSF17, AFPI13, CKKK16, YZZ^17]. Heuristic [Hel13, MS16, Tak10].


Hexhalogenated [VYJ15]. hexameric [RCM^13a, RML^15].

Hierarchical [JYC+16, BCG10, GBFD12, KKNN11, RMPAM15, SNS13].

High [MCLD10, MKB+13, RSLS13, BACSCJ+10, Cam15, CM13b, CSSB11, DH17, DLSD13, ESIB13, EWK+13, GWJPJ11, IPAA11, JBAM11, JC16, KSM16, LL10a, MJLV14a, MO17, OPB+12, PVL+13, PVJ10, RVCF13, REH13, SC15, WGL+11, WDLG12, ZWL13, dSAdSL13]. high-accuracy [RVCFF13].

High-level [MCLD10, EWK+13, KSM16, PVL+13].

high-order [REH13].

High-performance [RSLS13, CSSB11, EWK+13, LL10a].

high-precision [DH17].

high-pressure [WDLG12].

High-quality [MKB+13]. high-resolution [CM13b, JC16].


histogram [Fer17, HHWL17, SH11b, ZH12]. histone [GHK12, GH10a, GSD10, KC13a]. HIV [DLZ15, NNN16, OBW12, SYH12, TTB+10, UNT16, XLY12, ZaA10]. HIV-1 [DLZ15, NNN16, SYH12, TTB+10, UNT16, XLY12]. HIVgp41 [BAMR13].

HMH [LDJ+10]. HNCN [WLH11]. HNO [BLG10]. HOB [LCL+10]. hole [Cas13, CWHH11, EPH+13, GZZM16, GA12, LZL+15b, PAK17, PTB+15].

Holliday [Ish10, She12]. holographic [CDB10]. HolT [She12].


homology-model [KOY+12]. homology/ab [DJ13]. homonuclear [BWKW10a, BWKW10b]. homopeptides [FCD10]. HomoSAR [BPC13].

HONO [BLG10]. HOONO [BLG11]. hopping [JLH+14, KV14, LWZ+11, RDRc16, SRSLO15]. Horizontal [PC16].

hormone [HYYZ13, LLL+10, NS10, OME16]. hormone-dependent [NS10].


Hybrid [CGR16, KS15, ZDKM12, BTA+13, BG13, CCB15, CSK15, CC11, DR11, DJ13, FHT+15, GFG11, HOX17, JMS14, KN17, KKR+13, LBH+11, LT14, MIS+15, OK16, PW12, RSG14, SGPJS+17, Sea10, SXZ13a, SXZ13b, VI17, WN1M17, ZWLX11, ZWL13]. hybrid-meta [BG13]. hybridized [DC13].

Hybridizing [RDRc16, FZL+15]. hybrids [KM13]. hydratase [LT13].

Hydrated [ALH+10, BMFG16, CGPP11, GBL+11, GNGCA10, LPE+10,
hyperpolarizability [ISO+13, KBC12, Lu11, TKC+11, WXS+12, WZK+13].
hyperpolarizability [KSK11]. hypersurfaces [Ano10a, SN10]. hypervalent
[SLT14, SLT+15]. hypothesized [LLB+12]. hypoxanthine [FF11]. HZSM
[cCVG+14]. HZSM-5 [cCVG+14].

I50V [DLZ15]. I50V-induced [DLZ15]. IBIsCO [KVQC+11]. ice
[LPAS11, TD11]. icosahedral [FCW+14, GKSS14]. ID [LLHM16].
Identification [HRB+17, KYT+17, RLL+10, DL16, JSD+11, MPNS13,
RLDJ17, WSH10, YZWC11, ZYvIZ14]. identifier [hi12]. identifiers
[GPSM11, GPSM12]. identify [LLHM16, LHL+10]. Identifying
[AC12, HAGK10, XTY+14, LHO17, LLJ12, She12]. identity
[Höf14, KN17, YN15].

Illuminating [NSO+14]. illustrating [RML+15]. illustration [RP15].
Image [Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g,
Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12m, Ano12n, Ano12o,
Ano12p, Ano12q, Ano12r, Ano12s, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d,
Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13m,
Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano13p, Ano13q, Ano13r, Ano13s, Ano13t, Ano13u,
Ano13v, Ano13w, Ano13x, Ano13y, Ano13z, Ano13-27, Ano13-28,
Ano13-29, Ano13-30, Ano13-31, Ano13-32, Ano13-33, Ano13-34,
Ano13-41, Ano13-42, Ano13-43, Ano13-44, Ano13-45, Ano13-46,
Ano13-47, Ano13-48, Ano13-49]. Image
[Ano13-50, Ano13-51, Ano13-52, Ano13-53, Ano13-54, Ano13-55,
Ano13-56, Ano13-57, Ano13-58, Ano13-59, Ano13-60, Ano13-61,
Ano13-68, Ano13-69, Ano13-70, Ano13-71, Ano13-72, Ano13-73,
Ano13-74, Ano13-75, Ano13-76, Ano13-77, Ano13-78, Ano13-79,
Ano13-80, Ano13-81, Ano13-82, Ano13-83, Ano13-84, Ano13-85,
Ano13-86, Ano13-87, Ano13-88, Ano13-89, Ano13-90, Ano13-91,
Ano13-92, Ano13-93, Ano13-94, Ano13-95, Ano13-96, Ano13-97,
Ano13-98, Ano13-99]. Image


Implementations [LSD+10]. implemented [BVHI17, DLsA14, SR10, VBV13b]. Implementing [SCOJ13]. Implicit [CV12, CBG16, LP11b, LTP11, RB12]. Implicit [EM14, CAD16, Has14, CBG16, EKI5, FBEM11, KJDB12, KB11a, KB11b, LC17, ML14, SBW14, SLX+15, SCMA+17, TCC+13, WWKS11, YL13].

Kop16, Kop17a, Kop17b, KSR⁺¹⁶, Kow11, KVR10, LLH14, LPK16, LDJ⁺¹⁰, LJJ⁺¹¹, LPE⁺¹⁰, LX11, LJV⁺¹¹b, LLC12, LTP11, MK13b, MCLD10, MS12, NASH15, NMLD13, NDO⁺¹⁰, OHNK11, OYK⁺¹¹, ON14, OPR16, OT12, OZLSBH12, OOK11, PVL⁺¹³, DCOD13, RB13a, RFN15, SLT⁺¹⁵, SS13b, SLJB12, SLIZ⁺¹⁵, SLLL13, TLdG⁺¹², TG12b, US11, VV⁺¹⁵b, VPR10, WLC12, WXY14, WDHZ13, XZ11, Yu12b, Yu12a, ZZZ⁺¹², ZZ10, ZMM⁺¹², ZLT13, ZLZ⁺¹⁴, LL13a].

inito [JWST10].

Inner [KT12, HS16b].

Inner-[KT12]. inorganic [FNSF⁺¹¹, IGK16, OCW⁺¹⁵, SGH⁺¹⁶]. input [VV⁺¹⁵b]. insect [FCL⁺¹⁰].

insect-growth [FCL⁺¹⁰].

insertion [BB11a, LPK16, MG15, OLY17, WNM17, WHAS⁺¹⁰, WHAS⁺¹⁶]. Insight [CSM16, WC13, ZLHH14, CHKR10, DM15, LGWZ15, LZL⁺¹⁶, PM13, VIT⁺¹⁵, VBMA13, KKL⁺¹³]. Insights [EK15, FVP14, HRJ⁺¹⁴, HGHP14, HRJ⁺¹⁵, JRSHP14, RSB⁺¹³, ZWGO16, Alg17, GND⁺¹², HRMAL⁺¹³, HMS16, KP11, NDD10, OAN15b, PKK17, PSP15, RTS⁺¹³, SM16a, TN12, VV17, WM11, WDP⁺¹², YZ17, BTMS12, LJJ⁺¹¹]. inspection [KOY⁺¹²]. inspired [DSM⁺¹¹]. instantaneous [RO14a]. instanton [MRK11].

Insubria [GCC14]. Insulator [LLL⁺¹²]. Insulin [MV17]. INT [YJXZ13].

INT-DBD [YJXZ13]. integral [RFN15, SS13b, Sun15, VKAM12, WXY14]. integrals [CHC⁺¹³, PC16, SZTSM10].


Integration [FPV13, AYYO17, BB11b, BB11c, DH17, LP11a, MOS12, dRL11, Pol13, SJC11, SJ16, dRBO13]. integrative [Rez16]. integrator [JS17b]. intelligence [Aou16]. intelligent [CDS16].

Inter [CROB16, SS11, IHY15, SSB13]. Inter- [CROB16, SSB11, SSB13].

inter-residue [IHY15]. Interacting [CM16, EV14, HGCCGR⁺¹⁶, WL14].

Interaction [CK10, CCCLCGRO14, CCCLRO14, Den12, NNS15, SBW12, YZWC11, ALV⁺¹⁰, AG12, BLFZ13, BLF14, BCNH⁺¹¹, BHB⁺¹⁷, BRLS08, BRLS12, Cas13, CZH12, CYG⁺¹⁵, CTP13, EK17, EV14, FF11, FCCP17, GA14, GP11a, HBL12, HLM⁺¹², HSS⁺¹¹, JZMZ14, Kan15, KTNN10, LL10a, LMY⁺¹³, Li14a, Li14b, LHHW14, LZZ⁺¹⁵b, LPLB16, LCWW10, MSÅK12, OHPR17, OAN15b, PRJ⁺¹⁷, RZG⁺¹³, RS13, SM16a, SS13a, SBV10, SHF11, TYN15, WSH10, WYL⁺¹⁵, YK13, YWJ⁺¹⁶, YCK16, YHCS11, ZRC11, ZY14, KCB⁺¹²]. interaction-induced [BLFZ13].

Interactions [WCT⁺¹¹, ZCK⁺¹⁶, Abr11, ARRC15, AKK⁺¹⁶, AO10, CSS17, CIKT13, cCV⁺¹⁴, CKP10, CROB16, CB11a, CB11c, DHF⁺¹¹, DBG11, DLMH12, EP10, GWF11, GZM16, GZ14, HLvdV13, ICSC⁺¹², ICSC⁺¹³, IHY15, KSZH13, KCK⁺¹⁵, LZLC13, MLGB16, MKH⁺¹³, MR17, MJM⁺¹⁵, MVKS10, MG14, MFR⁺¹⁷, MPBJ11, OHNK11, PPJ14, PLV⁺¹¹, RTS⁺¹³, SSGS15, SDF12, SSB11, SSB13, TNSS17, TG12a, TY10, TSR⁺¹⁶, TNG⁺¹⁰, VV15, WS10, WGD⁺¹⁶, WM17, XTY⁺¹⁴, XLY12, YKO⁺¹¹, YZ15a, YW13, YZL⁺¹⁵, YDGZ15, ZZZ⁺¹², Zha11, dLC17]. Interactive [BRP⁺¹², BGR13].

interactiveness [CQFC10]. interatomic [DPAB16, FCCP17, YK0⁺¹¹, dLC17]. interconnections [GLF16].
iridium [CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Iridium-catalyzed [KB13].

Iron [HS14a, BG13, CTR13, GBGR16, HS16b, KPL13, KPL15, MC10, SBC+11, TS10b, VBMA13, EH13].


isocloso [LK16b]. isoconversional [DCS15]. isocyanide [TLY+12]. Isolated [FL15].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].

Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Raman [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13]. Irregular [Kan15, ALH+10]. k-Shrey [Kan15, CWT12, HDPM14, KB13].
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Material

[AW11, GPS10, HS12].

Materials

[BSL+16, CD11, DLT17, ECZW17, EMD17, Man13, NDD+10, SYZ+17, VBV13a, VBV13]. MATLAB [DKK14].

Matrices

[Car14, LHO17, Mat14, Yon16].

Matrix

[Car14, LHO17, Mat14, Yon16].

Matrix-based

[GGW11].

Matrix-free

[VBV13].

Maxima

[Luc14].

Maximum

[MLC13].

May

[SMGB11].

MBJLDA

[SRS14].

MC

[LL14a].

MC-DFT

[LL14a].

MCN

[LLL11].

MCQDPT

[LLSW14].

MD

[HCD+10, RSR+12, BM12, FB14b, GNASBF16, LL+11, MTvG12, OYK+11, RAR+11, SISK10, SMP17].

MDAnalysis

[MADWB11].

MDLab

[CCW10].

MDTRA

[PVZ13].

Mean

[ADG10].

Mean-force

[ADD10].

Meaning

[PSP15].

Means

[KSM16, TTB+10].

Measure

[WF16].

Measurement

[MPG11].

Mechanical

[ADG10].

Mechanical/effective

[DR11].

Mechanical/molecular

[SOY12].

Mechanical/dynamics

[ADG10].

Mechanical/generalized

[ADG10].

Mechanical/molecular

[ADG10].

Mechanics

[ADG10].

Mechanism

[GZL12, SLY+10, VKNT15, WCWW11, BNS14, BMFG16, \(B + 11\), CPV+12, CPLL11, FB14b, GY+10, GRLC12, HYYZ13, HDHL15a, HDHL15b, HDHL15c, JCG+10, JLS+10, JW16, KV14, KT12, KS13b, LZL+10, LZZH11, LLB+12, LWXC16, LHT15, LPMT17, NJJX+10, Oht16, PMT16, RLG11, SDK+15, LL13, SBLW12, VM10, WZ10, WCL+11, XLY12, YFC+10, YHG+11, ZSWL12].

Mechanisms

[ADG10].

Mechanistic

[LZL+16, TSJ+10, YZ17, ABB+12, ABB+13, GND+12, NG14, WHLZ11, YZG014b].

Mechanochemical

[QB16].

Mediated

[MRR11, RVP+11, XYW+14].

Medium

[FE14, IPA11, RK15, WW14].

Medium-size

[FE14].

Medium-sized

[RK15, WW14].

Melanin

[LLL+10].

Melanin-concentrating

[LLL+10].

Mellitus

[PC11].

Melting

[FCW+14].

Membered
Methodological [VKNT16]. methodologies [Rob13]. methodology [Aki16, FF11, GAI13, GMASBF16, OHPR17, RJWW12, HCD+10]. methods [Ano12u, Ano15-59, ASMS10, BG13, CSGOA17, CXS10, CNK97, DBM+15, EWK+13, ESM+12, EV14, Fer13b, Fer13a, FB10, FSSW17, GAI14, GFPSD17, GD10, GSS13, GMO16, HCB11, HSB+11, Höf14, HWLW11, JJJ+13, KB13, KHWB17, LaEdOLdV17, LZLC13, LLSW14, MS13, MY17b, MR17, MVKS10, MOS12, NASH15, NC13, NC14, NTNY15, OSHG17, DCOD13, PN13, PVAM16, RZG+13, RRH12, SRF+17, ŠSB+16, SACdG14, STM+15, SGWA17, TG12b, Ts15b, Ts17, WBT10, WX12, YLCX10, YAS13, YJ17, ZGS+10].
modulators [SRA17]. module [PHH+12, VBV13b]. MOFs [LPK16].
MOLCAS [ADF+10, VBV13b, AAC+16]. Moldyn [HPSK12]. Molecular
[BDTP11, CMD13, DGH+11, DSD+11, DHF+11, Fom13, Ibr11, JA10,
KUDG12, KB14a, LWZK13, LBPD12, MFEM16, PL14, Pla11, RKGN10,
RO14a, RRK14, SB17, SV11, VSD10, WC11, WWKS11, XFG+16, XLY12,
Yan16, YJXZ13, ZWS+10, AALCM11, AG11, AST+16, AFP13, AS15a,
ASL+11, AS10, APK14, AGB13, AS15b, AGR11b, AJR16, AB16a, ALH+10,
BMR11, BAMR13, BEM14, BS11, BF15, BBOB16, BJSI12, BV14, BW15,
Bjp15, BMBJ11, BE16, BC13, BEL+11, CBP14, CM13a, CDBM11, CD13,
Car14, CF13, CAF+13, CEB15, CIKT13, CGPP11, CS14, CXW14,
CBTZ16, CH16, CC1H14, CV14, CCW+10, CHKR10, CB11b, CB11c,
CM16, DSD+11, DJX+11b, DJX+11a, DLZ15, DDM+15, DL16, EP10, EK15,
EJ13, EPH+13, ENKK+17, EPD+11, FBM11, FSC+14, GBL+11, GDV17,
Gar12, GJM14+14, GSHM10, GR11]. molecular
[GMZ12, GM14, GM14, GM14, GP+14, GP+14, GP11b, GR10b, GP12, EP+15, HB14, HS12,
HCD+10, HDM+15, HPSK12, HH16b, HHLW11, HJ10, HXM+16, HHWL17,
HR16, HC14, IUK+10, II10, JIS13, JBSQG11, JAH+17, JSXH16,
JWST10, JGS17, K10, K10, K10, K10, K10, K10, K10, K10, K10,
K10, MJC14, MCRL17, Mat10, Mat14, MSV+12, MFT+15, MADWB11, MPNS13, MKM+17, MBA14,
MR11, MCC12, MFR+17, MO17, MS12, NPTS16]. molecular
[NSO+14, NLP+16, NST14, NPG17, NF17, NFG+13, NF17, NNK+16,
NHK+13, NS17, NTN15, Oht16, OHNK11, ON14, OGL10, OHP17,
OCL11, OLY17, OT12, OME16, OVPK15, OOT15, OCW+15, OZS+13,
OOK11, PMC+17, PSS14, PAK15, PAK17, PH17, PM13, PGW+17, PV13,
PB13, PS10, PV16, PLP+16, Pro16, PH15, PVJ14, RMP15, RLLH12,
RSF+16, RNP13, RNVP13, RS12, Ras17, RHJ11, RO14b, RR14, RL14,
RSH15, REH13, SHMO11, SLE+15, Sax12, SMV10, SK15b, SA13,
SZS10, Sch12, SF+11, SHF11, SFRM+17, SOM+13, SJ17, SY+12,
SK3, SWB+12, SLLE13, SJ16, SDS13, SKY+11, SBvG14, SA15,
TNYN16, TKNN10, TZ12, US11, VYM15, VBM11, Vb10, Vb12, VM11,
WKLC12, WBN+13, WAM17, WLW+10, WH11, WCY+11, WLC12, WOH16,
WX17, WES13, WBF17, WCDM11, WO15]. molecular
[WCW15, WL14, WGI4, XDL+10, XFG+15, YPD13, YNH+17, YL14,
YLCX10, Ynp11, YPK12, Yes12, Yes15, Yon16, ZST14, ZW13, ZZY+16,
ZX11, ZDKM12, ZSS+13, ZLY+16, ZP13, ZWX16, ZLL+13, ZA15,
ZBMZH15, dCLFL13, IPAA11, KSD+12, MJL14b, ZBP11, ZK+10].
Molecular networks [MCC12]. Molecule
[KR12, vRWGS17, DHOG13, DGL+13, ETLS17, FAA15, GAI14, GCWS15, GBVA11, HLvdV13, HHWL17, ISO+13, IIHY15, KB11b, LIRL+16, MCUJ15, PCLL11, RLL+10, SG10b, VGV+11, WF16, XYW+14, XMSZ16], molecule-mediated [XYW+14]. Molecule-specific [KR12]. Molecule-transcription [XMSZ16]. molecules [AIGP15, ARAG17, AGR11a, BLBG+13, BS10a, BTMS12, Ben17, BS16b, BL12, CHG+16, CQFC10, CYG+15, COOH14, CXS10, CZNA11, FE14, GWF11, GP12, GPGSM11, GPGSM12, HRB+17, HSB+11, Hug12, Ihl12, Kan15, KLJ+17, KYG+15, LPS12, LHSH12, LvG13b, LH14b, LJL+11, LG14, MA16, MS13, Mat10, MSS+13, MBE16, MPBJ11, NIIT15, OGL10, OT12, PZBA13, Pyy13, RSG14, RK15, SFCCK+14, SFCCK+15, Sch13, SG10b, SY16b, SM17, TSN+16, UNT16, VVV+15a, VHA+10, VDVR14, WC13, WSWZ15, WWD14, WX12, Yot10, YKH15, YHW17, ZPP+16, Zha12b, ZLX+13, ZBB16, ZCGM11].


Mulliken [BVC13]. Multi

N
[Ano15-59, BLF14, BCNH†11, KBC12, KCL†14, LPLB16, NDG14, PVL†13, BCNH†11, BWKW10b, BMB13, BSDP16, CWT†12, CCM15, DCHL12, DFW12, GMASBF16, GZL†12, HLH†12, KV14, KCL†14, LZZH15, MLGB16, MS15, OZLSBH12, PVL†13, RHNN10, RWR†13, SGHL13, TSJ†10, VM11, WS10, WGL†11, WCL†11, WYGW12, WS12, Yu12b, ZP13, HPSK12].

PW12, PPM15, PHH+12, PVZ13, PG14, RLLHL12, RNSF+16, Ras17.

News [Rez16, RR14, Ra1A2, RSR+12, RCM+13b, SM14a, SFG+17, SK15b, SWA13, SMRM+17, She12, SC15, Sie15, SJ17, SWB+12, SDMS13, TNYN16, TSC+13, TTR+12, TTL+12, UU12, VMRS+17, VVV+15b, VARI12, VBV13h, WdVNI2, Wdy13, WPM+15, WF16, Wei12b, WHK+12, WHJJ13, WG14, WCI+14, XM+15, XYX17, YWJ+16, YZZ16, Yes12, Yes15, YHH+13, ZDKM12, ZLL+13, dVAG16, KKR+13]. Next [ADF+10, HGY15].

next-generation [HGY15]. NF [ABB+13, ABB+12], NGuaS [WGN+16, WLG+16, WRG+17]. Nguyen [Ano15-59], NH [CG12, KSK11, LBTV12, CCJ+11, Kopp15a, LYC+13, LBT11, ONTTL16, UT14, Yu12a].

NH … [MVKS10]. NHH [LZH+11]. NHOC [LHHW14], Ni [TLdG+12, Tsi17, WWKS16, MMB+17, SSX+14, TLA10, ZRCC12]. Ni-NO [Tsi17]. nickel [ED15, FCW+14], nicotine [PMC+17], nitrate [OS10].

nitric [BS16a], nitride [GLF16, LT14], nitrides [TS11], nitritolotri [CM16], nitritoloti- [CM16], nitritolatriacet [CM16]. nitro [YPC+10, ZW11].
nitro-substituted [YPC+10], nitroalcohol [QLYL16].

nitroaniline [ZTH+15]. nitroaromatic [PSC11, TD10].
nitrobenzenes [ZGS+10].
nitrocompounds [SIG+15, STH+16]. nitrobenzofuran [DPB+12].
nitroethane [YZL+15].

Nitrogen [LLC17, BEMP14, KY14, ZZWX11, ZYL+12]. nitrogen-atom [KV14].

Nitrogen-doped [LLC17]. nitrogen-rich [ZZWX11, ZYL+12].
nitrogen-substituted [BEMP14]. nitroiminoazotetrazolate [ZYL+12].
nitromethane [MCU15]. nitrosamine [dALdS+15]. nitroso [TDP+12].
nitrosothiol [TKXT13]. NMR [Ben17, CHP11, EOA+11, HJ13, HBI+17, HM13, KASH14, LKK11, OPR16, PTK11, PGdO+16, PC14, P1e14, RK15, SF+16, SKMS13, WL14, YS13].

NNO [WGL+11].

[MCU15, Tsi17, ZZ10, WYGW12, BS16a, GY12, OSH17].
noble [ARLP13, JKS+16, PGS+15, PMG+16]. NOCV [CSM16].
nodes [KK17a].
nodes [KPF+15]. NOEs [LK11]. Non

[KB11c, LCH10, CSKH15, GMZ12, MR17, NHN16, PHC13, RS13, YWJ+16]. Non-Boltzmann [KB11c]. Non-Born [KCH10]. non-covalent [MR17, RS13]. non-equilibrium [NHN16].
non-heme [PHC13].
non-hybrid [CSKH15]. non-natural [GMZ12].
non-uniform [YWJ+16].
nonadditive [RTS+13]. Nonadiabatic [HZ11, JBSQ11, SRSLO15].

Nonclassical [GZH10, DM15].
noncovalent [RRH12, SM16a, SBW12, TS+16, VT14, WGD+16, YW13].

noncyclic [SM16a].
nonempirical [WT17]. nonequilibrium [ASL+11, KHW17].

Nonfitting [RZG+13].
nongeometric [KB11a].
nonheme [BG13].

Nonideality [GC11].
nionic [WWKS11].
noniterative [MS12].
nonlinear [ARLP13, KOP+14, LLD17, MLQ+12, MIS+15, RLA+11, TFQ+10, Tia12, YCGA10].
nonlinear-optical [KOP+14].
nonlocal [LPAS11].
nonlocality [FVB10].
nonorthogonal [ZM11].
nonparametric

nylon [BHNS14]. nylon-oligomer [BHNS14].


[SH11a, AMGB10, Ant13, CX10, NMLD13, RVP+11]. **pathway**
[BHB12, HOM+16, LKL10, SJD14, TDP+12, XLYZ10]. **pathways**
[CM13a, EFB16, GS11, HNTS15, KGR+16, MTM14, QSW+10, QB16, RCM+13a, RML+15, SJID11, Ts17, WSH10, Yon16, BHB12]. **pattern**
[CXS10, WGL12]. **patterns** [FZL+15, RS14]. **Pauli** [Ano15-60, Ano16-56].

**Pauli** [JH+13]. **PAW** [MDTD13]. Pb
[MCK17b, PMG+16, vSGP10, FBY+17, OBW12, vSGP10]. **PB-AM**
[FBY+17]. **PBE** [DOM+11, PTK11, LK16a, SGPJS+17, TG12a].

**PBE-QIDH** [SGPJS+17]. **PBE/3z** [PTK11]. **PBE0**
[DOM+11, LK16a, SGPJS+17]. **PBE0-DH** [SGPJS+17]. **PBESOL**
[DOM+11]. **PBSA** [CS17, RDDS10, STM+15]. **PBSS**
[DVVP14]. **PCASSO** [LFB14]. **PCCP** [VT14]. **pCCSD**
[Sch12]. **PD**
[HLS+13, Hil13, KD10, Niz13, YDR13]. **PD-PK-T** [HLS+13]. **PDB2PQR**
[UHH+11]. **PDBbind** [PLAG11]. **PDECO** [CJL+13]. **PDIELEC**
[KB16]. **peaks** [LZS+17]. **PEG** [EEO+16]. **PEG-PLA** [EEO+16]. **penalty** [GZH10].
[RRF11, ZKH+10, OOk11, ZZY+16, GRS15, RN12], **ab** [DJ13].

**ammonium** [AvKSP16]. **aromatic** [MJM+15]. **AT-rich** [YWC11].
**aug-CC-pVTZ** [Gil11]. **back-bonding** [PPK17]. **basis** [PD11]. **Brownian**
[DMN15]. **CASPT2** [LWGZ15]. **cholesterol** [RBOH11]. **configuration**
[FF11]. **D** [Chu10, KTT16, UT15]. **D5Cost** [REL+14]. **DF**
[Chu10]. **DFT**
[BRLS12, BRLS08]. **dissimilarity** [YDL+10]. **DSiCl** [LX11]. **dynamics**
[DDM+15, EPH+13, GPdC+16]. **E-I** [GM17]. **effective** [DR11]. **Fe**
[DAadGR15]. **FEPL** [HYUS11]. **GBSA** [GR10a]. **generalized** [HWLW11].

**GIAO-CCSD** [ORF16]. **GULP** [SN16a]. **hydride** [PM13]. **hydrophilic**
[PAX15]. **II** [KPL15]. **KCl** [HB15]. **Kohn** [VV14]. **lithium** [EK15].
**local** [SB15]. **MC** [HYUS11]. **MC-XQDPT2** [KKL+13]. **MgO** [BS16b].
**MM**
[BM12, AALCM11, BTA+13, CZY11, CJZS10, DSK17, DSX+11, FLM11, FDB12, FB14b, GWZ15, GCW14, HH15, HBR17, JH+13, JSTW10, KTN10, KWL+16, KWG15, LFM12, LT13, LHT15, LJJ+11, MCR17, MTvG12, MJG+15, NO16, PMC+17, PDMT10, PL14, RR14, RN17, RR12, SN16a, SGDT10, SJID14, SCM+15, STM+15, SSAS10, TSC+13, VKN15, VKNT16, VCM15, VKTRJ15, WDP+12]. **MM-MD** [RSR+12, OYK+11].

**MM-QMC** [UTM11]. **molecular**
[BEL+11, Fer13b, Fer13a, RdA12, YKO+11]. **multiple** [JS17b]. **NaCl**
[HB15]. **nucleophilicity** [TMJ15]. **OD** [Chu10]. **oligomerization** [KAR12].
**OpenMP** [KS15, KN17]. **or** [KB10, Pog10]. **PB** [VM11]. **PBSA**
[BD11]. **PC** [VL17b]. **PCM** [LFN+10]. **PC-MST** [GMMH+16]. **phenol**
[IYY11]. **phosphorus** [GWX+12]. **Poisson** [HWLW11]. **QM+**
[PLP+16]. **QSPR** [CLX+10, GCC14]. **reaction** [KSK1]. **repulsive** [SN16]. **SAC-CI**
[EFS16, IN13]. **superoxo** [ZRCC12]. **TD** [TS15b]. **TD-DFT** [LXZ+10].

**TDDFT** [MS11]. **thymine** [HV12]. **time-dependent** [JYS+12]. **TIP3P**
[SA10]. **uracil** [HV12]. **vacancies** [HRB+17]. **Vis** [GGM+12]. **water**
[JA10, SV11]. **Zn** [GEP+14]. **penetration** [NL+16]. **Pentaatomic**
[XH15]. **pentacene** [CWHH11, ZYG+15]. **pentacoordinated** [TS10b].
pentagon [FL15, GZH10]. pentaprismane [PCLL11]. pentathienoacene [ZYG+15]. peptide
[FP17a, HPL13, HLH+12, ICS+12, ICS+13, JBAM11, JWST10, LTT16,
LW11, LlvG10, LJW+11b, LvG13a, LMA15, MDT10, MV17, OZ14, QZM11,
SV15, SEM12, TYZ+16, XHLH16, YZ15a, dCLFGL13]. peptide-backbone
[HLH+12]. peptide-design [XHLH16]. peptides [BLKP12, BPC13,
CCOH14, CZNA11, GF11, HLH+12, HHWL17, IO13b, JCYX10, KB10,
Lw11, LLvG10, LJW+11b, LvG13a, MZZ11, OLY17, XHLH16, XWSW13, ZKH+10]. peptoid
[MMZW14]. perception [AJR16, HYYZ13]. Performance
[Abr11, BZB+13, CSKH16, CKKK16, DOM+11, HSB+11, JCP14, LK16a,
RKb+14, SGWA17, ABM+15, BLBG+13, CXS10, CSSB11, CJS10, ESB13,
EWK+13, GAI14, GRAR0+14, GSS13, HMLW11, KZZ+16, LL10a, LRBB12,
LC+10, MC12, MG11, OPB+12, RRH12, RSL13, SRF+17, SPR+13, SJ16,
TF15, YPC+10, ZSL17, ZWL13, SBW12]. Pericyclic
[HPT16a, KG15]. Periodic [Sce07, Sch10, AAC+16, CEBO15, FCD10, Gar12, HSH15, HBI+17,
ITIN15, KB14a, LBGS16, Man13, MGS+16, NO16, NTNY15, RJPB12,
SN16a, SE15, TLdG+12, Tak14, VBV13a, VBV13, VECT12, VI17]. Perlin
[HLBLCCG15]. permeation [DNM15]. permutation [IO13b]. pernitrides
[WD10]. peroxo [RHPWS13, RHT+15, ZRCC12]. peroxo/superoxo
[ZRCC12]. peroxyinitrous [BLG11]. persistence [WX15]. Persistent
[XFTW15]. perspective [ABDGN12, DI15, Hsu14, JCGVPHT17, JMX+16, LGOM+15,
Niz13, PM15, XLY12]. perspectives [DR14, Wei12a]. perturbation
[CMM15, CF14, DCHL12, FRSA14, FSSW17, FE14, GRS15, GCCM15, HIL13,
HRJ+14, HRJ+15, HYUS11, JRSH14, KKNN11, KN17, KM13, LCL+10,
LlvG10, LGL11, LlvG13b, Lg13a, MCCI11, RLDJ17, RAR+11, RHPWS13,
SSSM15, TAG16, VDL+13, WHAS+10, YKH15, ZSL14, WHAS+16]. perturbation-selection
[FE14]. perturbations
[GMSdG15, OS16, Tak10, WWCL15]. Perturbative [SSWX14]. perylene
[BSL+16, SLP+12]. perylenediimides [QCR12]. pesticide
[BHB+17]. peta [KNHN16]. peta-scale [KNHN16]. petascale
[SCOJ13, ZWL13]. PH [LZL+15b, dSDdAR10, LZL+15b, AB16a, CS14,
CAD16, HS14b, MBA14, PZA15, PS13, SY16a, SOvG12, VR12].
pH-dependent [SY16a]. pH-responsive [MBA14]. Phase
[MP17]. Phage-like [MP17]. PHAISTOS [BFH+13]. pharmacokinetics
[VBD+11]. Pharmacophore [HRK+10, HKRS11, HS11, TD10, AKMT11].
Phase [ZWMW10, ABB+12, BE12, DLS13, DLW12, EMD17, GYX+10,
Hsu14, KD10, LJJ11a, LPLB16, MF+12, NIT15, PSC11, RWR+13,
RSLML12, RJ17, SJZ+15, VKAM12, VED10, YHG+11, YGS12, ZSV+14,
ZWW10, ZYR+15, ZLHH14, dSDS12a, dSDS12b, ABB+13]. phase-change
[EMD17]. phases [EB12, LPAS11]. Phen [FD16]. phenol
[AAMD+11, AK10, PPH+14, WHX+10, YKH+10, AK10].
phenol-imidazole-base [YKH+10]. phenol-triethylgermanium
[WHX+10]. phenolates [SKGB13]. phenols [SK12]. phenomena
phenyl [GZL+12, ZWY+10a]. phenylacetylene [ZZL+12].
phenylacetylene-containing [ZZL+12]. phenylalanine [GWF11, PVS12].
phosphaalkene [TR12]. phosphano [KYKR15].
phosphate [MRO17, XZ11, YZGS14a]. phosphatidylcholine [PVM10].
phosphetane [SHL+13]. phosphine [MG14, YK13]. phosphorous [KLN12].
phosphorus [RB12, YDX16]. phosphorus-containing [YDX16].
phosphorylation [RIJ+11]. photolysis [HNN+17]. photophysical [CWT+12].
phthalocyanine [SKY+11]. phycocyanin [RCM+13a].
phylogenetic [CCYL11]. phytochrome [FD13]. piano [FPB12, FB14b, ZCK+16].
piano-stool [FPB12, FB14b, ZCK+16]. pictures [MA16]. PICVib
plage [SSSM15]. Pimpehales [TTL+12]. pinane [BLS10]. pincer
[ED15, JJB16]. pincers [KJD16]. pinene [BLS10]. Pipek [HJJ13]. PK
[HLS+13, GK15a, SK15a, SK12, SK17, YDX16, Zha12b, Zha12a]. PLA
[EOO+16]. Placevent [SYH12]. planar
[BSPP+13, EV14, XhDi15, ZYW+16, ZLY+16]. Plane
[SH14, BTB+11, EH13, Gav12, LL13b, MDTD13, MDTD16, TCB16].
Planar-wave [SH14, BTB+11, MDTD13, MDTD16]. plasmapin [SOD+11].
plasmigen [BM12]. plasmon [Ano15-58, BH14]. plastocyanin [HBR17].
PLATiform [TNYN16, BTMS12, HPT+16b, PZCL16, VMRSH+17].
platforms [SCOJ13]. platonic [KSM16]. PLATYpus [TNYN16]. plausible
[KV14]. pleated [WCAH10]. Plesset
[FSSW17, HI13, KKNN11, KN17, MCC11, YKH15]. PlmII [VLB+10].
PlmII-inhibitors [VLB+10]. plug [BTA+13, KLOS10]. plug-in
[BTA+13, KLOS10]. Plugin [BHB12]. plumbacyclopentadienylidenes
[KASH14]. PM3 [SA10]. PM3-CARB1 [SA10]. PM3-CARB1/TIP3P
[SA10]. PM6 [SBW12]. PM6-DH2 [SBW12]. PMF [ZLX+13]. PMMA
post-translationally [MRO17]. postprocessing [HPT⁺16b].
posttranslational [Ano12u]. potassium [SG10b]. potent [NS10, XDL⁺10].
Potential [Vor12, AMGB10, BTA⁺13, BLF14, BPM15, BBI⁺11, CM13a, CG15, Car14, CKP10, CKKK16, DR11, DLT17, DS12b, DLSA14, EFS16, EPH⁺13, FMNC11, GKV⁺13, GLM⁺17, GKSS14, GA12, GFG11, HDL⁺17, HBKL10, HYD10, KS13a, KS15, KTT16, KPL13, KPL15, KERY⁺16, KS12, Kop15a, Kop16, Kop17a, Kop17b, KGM12, KYG⁺15, KCL⁺14, uLhY11, Lar11, LYG⁺13, LX11, LSH⁺11, LCM16, MK13b, Mat14, MPNS13, MB14, MLCD11, NNS15, NW17, OKIS17, PRRT⁺10, RLD12, Ri10, SBR13, SN15, SRF⁺17, SC15, SSB⁺16, SRS14, SLG15, SJ16, TBSM12, VMRSH⁺17, VOT14, VLI17a, VOT16, Vy15, Vy16, WKC⁺10b, WLO⁺17, XFX⁺16, Yu12b, ZDM13, ZLT13, ZWF15, ZGS⁺10]. potential-derived [TBSM12].
Prediction [Ano12u, CP15, CQFC10, HZSS17, KPL15, MA6⁺16, yOaCG10, PRP15, SRA17, WD12, YW17, ZYL⁺12, AGM⁺13, BLDK⁺13, Ben17, BDdIS13, BA11, CZAF17, DWL11, DDP16, EOÄ⁺11, FZY⁺12, GK10, GFPSD17, HLS⁺13, HYM16, HL14, JSW10, KLI4, KT10, KTO11, LXL⁺11, LMY⁺14, LZZ15a, LZZ14, LLI11, LWL⁺10, LSH⁺11, MDT10, Mau14, MG11, MSÅK12, PML⁺12, PN13, PPJ14, PLV⁺11, RCR⁺16, RKB⁺14, SM11, SYH12, TYZ⁺16, VKC10, WLF11, WH11, WXS⁺12, WX1⁺12, XFTW15, YVEI⁺17, YLCX10, YHH⁺13, YDX16, YDZG15, ZsA10, wZbZ11, ZYvI14, ZL10, ZHX11, VVBL17].
principle [CCJC10, DBM+15, LLB+12, MCF10, Tak11, YPvD13].

**Principles** [HFSO12, BE12, BE14, BPE16, EMD17, EB12, EBK13, GD10, HYL+11, JCG+11, LLLM11, LCWW10, NNS15, RZG+13, TZ11, WYL+15, WD10, YR13, wZbZ11, Zha12b, Zha12a, ZWMW10, ZZ12, vADC+14].

**principles-based** [Zha12b, Zha12a].

**prismane** [DM15, VIT+15].

**Pro** [RB12].

**Pro-Tide** [RB12].

**probe** [RN17].

**Probing** [HH15, KG11, LPK16, TG12b, ZYR+15].

**ProBiS** [KDT+12].

**problem** [HFSO12, BE12, BE14, BPE16, EMD17, EB12, EBK13, GD10, HYL+11, JCG+11, LLLM11, LCWW10, NNS15, RZG+13, TZ11, WYL+15, WD10, YR13, wZbZ11, Zha12b, Zha12a, ZWMW10, ZZ12, vADC+14].

**problems** [PNW+16].

**procedure** [AC11b, KSM16, PW12].

**procedures** [AD10, BKS+11, BY11, CJZS10, HKR+14, MG14, MS12, SA13, dSAdSL13].

**procedures** [AC11b, KSM16, PW12].

**process** [AB16a, AB16b, BDTP11, Fom11].

**processes** [AC11b, KSM16, PW12].

**processing** [AK10, BS16a, KTT16, XML+15].

**processor** [HKR12].

**processors** [AC11b, KSM16, PW12].

**produced** [LS11a, SIG+15].

**Producing** [RN17].

**produced** [LS11a, SIG+15].

**produced** [LS11a, SIG+15].

**production** [LLC+10, PGL+15, PLAG11, vW11].

**proguanil** [APA+14].

**Projected** [EFS16].

**projection** [MDS13, RHRCH16].

**projector** [BVH17].

**prolapse** [TH13].

**proline** [AS11, HJLv16, OOK11].

**proline-catalyzed** [HJLv16].

**proline-recognition** [OOK11].

**promelas** [TTL+12].

**promising** [KSSH13, ZSL17].

**promolecular** [REV+17].

**promoted** [LPLB16].

**Proof** [FVB10].

**propagator** [WWD14, YD17].

**propene** [HSL+11, QSW+10, dSDdAR10].

**Properties** [SFCK+14, TY10, ARAG17, ASS10, ARLP13, ALH+10, BCSCJ+13, BE12, BPE16, BLFZ13, BS10a, BACSCJ+10, BC13, CBH14, CWT+12, CWHH11, CBTZ16, CH10, CCYL11, CXS10, CLC11, DDP16, DOM+11, DBM+15, DPNM11, DJX+11b, DJX+11a, DP15, DLW12, DQ16, FB10, GBL+11, GTT10, GKS10, GWJ+12, GBGR16, EPH+15, HZY+10, HRB+17, HLH+12, HSS17, HLWD15, JBSQG11, JJJ+13, KKPT11, KDB13, KZK+12, uLHy11, LHL+10, LLS12, LLLM11, LZJ+11, LLD17, LBT11, LBT12, LXZ+10, LWWG12, MCI10, MCF10, MJLV14b, Mat10, Mat14, MIS+15, MGS+16, MCK17a, NSO+14, NC14, PHC13, PGY15, PPK17, PGW+17, Pog10, PH10b, PBE16, PS10, RR14, RRF11, RI10, SDF+17, SB11, SLIB12, SWMW10, SIG+15, SGH+16, TN12, TFQ+10, TFQ+11, TS11, TS15b, VPR10, VECT12, WLC12, YW12, YCGA10, wZbZ11, ZYG+15, ZWMW10, ZLX+13].
properties [ZBP11, ZYL+12, SFCCK+15]. property
[CD13, GPS10, GBS+17, GWX+12, PH15, VAA14, WH11]. propionate
protease [DLZ15, NHN16, OBW12, SYH12]. protection [SBW12].
protective [JAH+17]. Protegrin [RI10]. Protegrin-1 [RI10]. Protein
[CIKT13, CDS16, DPOS16, GPS10, HNTS15, HS16b, LZGS11, MFEM16,
MFR10, PGL+15, Ran12, RP15, Rao11, SHMO11, SKKS13, AIGP15,
AKK+16, AM10, AG12, BSZ+12, BFH+13, BPB11, BPC13, BCG10, Bow16,
BddS13, BA11, CZAF17, CFC15, CHR+12b, CHR+12a, CM13b, CCYL11,
CKP10, CH14, CC12b, CBG16, CHP11, DLW11, DJ13, DVVP14, DLMH12,
FZY+12, FHW+11, FCE15, FLMI1, FSC+14, GS14, GDV17, GMSdG15,
GRP+12, GZ14, GRL+11, GRL+12, HAGK10, HNHR13, HTS15, HTS17,
Has14, HZY+10, HK12, HYMZ16, HJ10, HHBY10, HM13, HZ13, ILKR11,
IIHY15, JZ12, JZZM14, JL+17, KYT+17, Kan15, KNE11a, KOY+12, KL14,
KERY+16, KJ10, KTO11, KTO13, KDT+12, KLS10, KMLS10, LS11a, LFB14,
LHL+10, LH11, LCPS13, LC16, LC17, LZ11, LLC+10, LL10b, LFM12, LPS+13,
LZZ14, LLCL11, LHLG11, LBS10, LDH+14, MS17, MMM+16, MJCI4, MA14].
protein [MA17, MFEM15, MS16, MP11, MB13, MOS12, MNNK10a, NST14,
NS11, NFG+13, NG10, OHNK11, OCL11, OL13, OXBW16, OCLM14, OK16,
OME16, OOT15, PGCT+12, PGW+17, PLV+11, RZG+13, RCR+16, SBB10,
SYDS11, SK17, SM+13, SY16a, Sti15, TYZ+16, TNYN16, TNSS17, TRA+16,
TJB12, UNT16, UCFT16, WdVN12, WNP+16, WZ17, WES13, WHAS+10,
WHAS+16, XML+15, YZ15a, YZ16, YDL+10, Yon16, YS10, YL13, ZL11,
ZC14, ZYvZ14, ZLW10, ZLX+13, ZSB+16, dRBO13, LGL11, SL10, SHL+11].
ILKR11]. protein-ligand
[AG12, CHR+12b, CHR+12a, LLC+10, OOT15, WdVN12, dRBO13].
protein-like [KOY+12]. protein-lipid [PGCT+12]. Protein-protein
[CIKT13, JZZM14]. proteins [ABD11, CTR13, CGBK13, FZL+15, FP17b,
FBEM11, HS16a, Ham11, HTS15, HTS17, HRC13, HS14b, HRH+17, JC16,
JX10, LHO17, MBT14, NOS+14, NR11, OCLM14, yOaCG10, PGCT+12,
PRP15, PHC13, PNI13, PZBA13, PS13, SK15a, SA11, VMRSH+17, Vor12,
XSZL11, YZWC11, YMP14, DZA11, GREAI11]. proteochemometric
[NSO+14]. proteoglycans [NPG17]. proteolysis [VKNT15]. Proteus
[SGM+13]. protic [RK16a, RK16b]. protocol
[KPL13, RCR+16, SDL14, WdVN12, dCLFGL13]. protocols
[CLA16, EOA+11, GR11, ZKH+10]. Proton
[AK10, IYK11, RJWW12, RK16b, CG15, LPAS11, LBC+12, LZL+10,
LGZ15, MPSG11, RSB+13, SRF+17, SV11, TM16, VMTL10, Vor12, WG14,
YZGS14a, YKH+10, YYT12, dALdS+15, RK16a]. Proton-coupled [IYK11].
proton-ordered [LPAS11]. protonatable [Kan15]. protonated
[RSB+13, US11, ZLHH14, dALdS+15]. protonation
Q [WPM+15, BS10c, GKV+13], Q-CHEM [GKV+13], Q-Dock [BS10c], Q2MM [LN15], Q5 [REL+14], Q5/D5Cost [REL+14], QB3 [KG15], QC [BTA+13], QC/MM [BTA+13], QCT [BLG10], QIDH [MGJ17], QikProp [LP11a], QM [BM12, Lun12, SRS+12, RSR+12, Lun12, AALCM11, BH13, BZH14, CJZS10, DSK17, FLM11, FB12, FB14b, GRS15, GWZ15, GSW14, HH15, HYUS11, HBR17, JHH+13, JST10, KTN10, KW1+16, KWG15, LZJ+12, LDM12, LT13, LT15, LNL+15, MCRL17, MTvG12, MJG+15, NO16, OYK+11, PMC+12, PP10, PDMT10, PL14, PLP+16, RR14, RR12, SN16a, SGD10, SJ14, SC+15, ST1+15, SSAS10, TSC+13, UTM11, VKN15, VKN16, VCM15, VKN15, WDP+12, GRS15, RFN15, ZZY+16], QM-only [LT13], QM/MM [BM12, RSR+12, AALCM11, CJZS10, DSK17, FLM11, FB12, FB14b, GWZ15, GSW14, HH15, HBR17, JHH+13, JST10, KTN10, KW1+16, KWG15, LDM12, LT13, LT15, LNL+15, MCRL17, MTvG12, MJG+15, NO16, OYK+11, PMC+12, PDMT10, PL14, RR14, RR12, SN16a, SGD10, SJ14, SC+15, ST1+15, SSAS10, TSC+13, UTM11, VKN15, VKN16, VCM15, WDP+12, QM/MM-MD [RSR+12, OYK+11], QM/MM-QMC [UTM11], QM/QM* [PLP+16], QMC [UTM11], QMX [KKR+13], QSAR [GKR13, Ray13, AKMT11, BF15, CLX+10, FCL+10, GMHH+16, GCC14, LS1+10, LZL+15a, PKIC11, PPUBGD10, RKG11, TTB+10, SSL+12, WMW+10], QSAR/QSPR [CLX+10, GCC14], QSARINS [GCP+13, GCC14], QSARINS-chem [GCC14], QSPR
Recasting [RHRCH16]. receptor [CV12, ESB13, FTW12, FRLN10, HYZY13, ILKR11, LZ11, LLI+10, OME16, PPJ14, SSP+13, VKC10, WC11, YZZ16]. receptor-ligand [FTW12].

receptors [DR14, SRA17, UU12]. recognition [CXS10, EPH+15, HS12, Hsu14, ISP+10, LG14, OME16, OOK11].


[CSKH16]. sample [HRID16]. sampled [AST+16, CDM+15]. Sampling [AKN16, Yan16, BLKP12, BH15, CY09, CY13, CS17, DPNM11, DJ13, FM10, FBE11, FB14b, GFPSD17, GMO16, HH10, HDK+12, HTS15, HNS16, HS17, HDM+15, HCP15, IMK+16, ISK14, Ish10, KvdV14, KTO11, KB13c, LTT16, LC16, LL11, LM1+14, LZZ14, LAW+16, MZZ11, MCRL17, OL13, PBDW11, SEM12, SBN13a, SBN13b, STM+15, TJB12, YZ16, ZZ14, ZC14, DAB16].
Scalable [NLP+16]. scalar [Rod13]. Scale [XFG+16, ACD+13a, ACD+13b]. scales [GMPB12]. scaling [BG12, MA17, NPTS16, Pie14, RCM+13b, RR11, SS13a, VSA11, YN15].
SCC-DFTB/MM [RN17]. Scents [DR14]. Scerri [Sch10]. SCF [HNN+17]. SCH [ZL+10a]. Scheme
[SN16b, BG12, DK11, DGC14, HKR+14, ISN13, JSW10, MKO+13, MPBJ11, RK15, TCPPC14, UM13, WWD14, WDHZ13, YD17, dLC17, FPV13].

KVQC^11, KVR^10, KAG^12, LL^15, Lar^12, Lar^11, LWK^14, LJ^12, LC^17, LMZ^11a, LZ^14, LBPD^12, M^cvdV^13, MSC^10, MBR^15, MSvG^12, Mez^10, MMZW^14, MLCD^11, MCC^12, NPG^17, NFG^13, NDD^10, OYK^11, ON^14, R^11, RO^14a, RO^14b, RSR^12, RLS^13, SWM^10, SK^15b, SMRM^17, SJZ^15, SBvG^14, SA^15, G^15, TYNN^16, UT^11, UU^12, VRMR^17, Vor^12, WC^11, YAS^13, ZX^11, ZSS^13, ZKH^10, ZLL^13, dCLFGL^13].

Simulations [BRE^16, MFEM^16, RKDM^14, XFG^16, Aki^16, BM^12, BDTP^11, BW^15, BJ^15, BB^11b, BB^11c, BB^11i, CTR^13, CCOH^14, CVG^14, CLK^11, DG^11, DMN^14, DSD^11, DHF^11, DZT^11, DSK^17, DLZ^15, DDM^15, EK^15, FTW^12, GBL^11, GR^11, GCW^14, GP^11b, Has^14, HFSO^12, HPSK^12, HDPM^14, HYUS^11, HJ^10, HHWL^17, IPAA^11, JIS^13, JWO^15, JMS^14, KV^13, KCK^15, KvdV^14, KGHK^12, KGHC^15, KLOS^10, KTO^11, KSR^16, KSWL^16, KWL^16, KV^15a, KPF^15, LH^11, LRvdSM^15, LZ^12, LPS^13, LMI^14, LZLMP^16, LAS^14, MN^15, MCRL^17, MTvG^12, MFEM^15, MADWB^11, MK^17, MB^14, NST^14, NF^13, NNK^16, NTNY^15, Oht^16, OCL^11, OLY^17, OZ^14, OC^15, P^15, PH^17, PZCL^16, PL^14, PM^13, PS^13, PS^10, PNG^10, Rd^12, RLG^11, RSR^15, SBV^10, SS^13b, SBT^17, SIK^10, SJ^17].

simulations [SMP^17, SYN^12, SK^13, SB^15, SWB^12, SDMS^13, SV^11, VSA^11, VKTR^15, VM^11, WKLC^12, WH^11, WWKS^11, WLC^12, WBF^17, WG^14, WC^14, XFG^15, XWSW^13, YKO^11, YSG^12, Yon^16, YHVM^12, ZZY^16, ZDKM^12].


LHKS12, LH14b, MSS+13, MBE16, MBRC16, MPBJ11, NHH16, RLL+10, RS13, SG13, STS15, VT14, WF16, WTH+16, XML+15, XMSZ16, ZCGM11]. **small-molecule** [ETLS17, WF16]. **smaller** [MCK17b]. **smallest** [PMT16]. **SMD** [ALK+15]. **smeared** [ENKK+17]. **SMILES** [TTB+10]. **SMILES-based** [TTB+10]. **Smoluchowski** [SG10a]. **smooth** [AG11, EFS16, JLCA17, ZSB+16]. **smoothened** [MCK17b, PMG+16, RDT14, YW12, ASS10, PKK17]. **Sn** [MCK17b, PMG+16, RDT14, YW12, ASS10, PKK17]. **SnCl** [dSDdAR10]. **SnO** [DHE+12]. **Sodium** [KLN16]. **Soft** [SJC11, Ben17, BG12]. **Software** [RLLHL12, RNSF+16, Ras17, Rez16, RR14, RdA12, RSR+12, RCM+13b, SM14a, SFG+17, SK15b, SWA13, SMRM+17, She12, SC15, Sie15, SJ17, SWB+12, SDMS13, TNYN16, TSC+13, TTR+12, TTL+12, UU12, VMRSH+17, VVV+15b, VAR12, VBV13b, WdVN12, WDY13, WPM+15, WF16, Wei12b, WHK+12, WHJH13, WG14, WCJ+14, XML+15, XYX17, YWJ+16, YZZ16, Yes12, Yes15, YHH+13, ZDKM12, ZLL+13, dVAG16, CCC+11, DBF14, MSvG12, MJG+15, SBV10, SGM+13, Yap11, ZCS+15, She12]. **softwares** [All11]. **solar** [ACS12, DGL+13, JYS+12, LZZ15a, SLC+15, TZ12, VAA14, YJN+11]. **Solid** [RSK+15, ASS10, CL16, HLS12, HBI+17, KLN12, POB13]. **Solid-state** [RSK+15, HBI+17, KLN12, POB13]. **solids** [BK11, HAI+16, MDT13, MS15, dLRL11, Pon11, SN16a]. **solubility** [KKO+16]. **solute** [BRLS08, BRLS12, EOA+11, TKT11, YKO+11, Yan11]. **solutes** [GC11, PAK15]. **solution** [AvKSP16, AK10, DR11, DBM+17, DP15, EOA+11, GAI13, GAI14, HDK+12, HAL14, HNN+17, KTN10, KVR10, LVC10, MMB+17, MFN+12, PMC+17, PGW+17, SJWE10, TKNN10, UCFR16, WLB+10, WC13, XTG+11, ZLL+10, ZZO+11, vADC+14]. **solutions** [Ber17, CFC15, EK15, Kri0, OCW+15, SM14a]. **Solvation** [RNSF+16, ZBP11, CGB16, FGM11, GMMH+16, GPK12, HRC13, JMLL13, JGS+17, Jor17, MS15, MBE16, NW17, OBU12, PL14, RK16a, RK16b, SL14a, SK12, SY11, SMM15a, SMM15b, TCC+13, WXL17, YOMT14, YAS13, Yan14, ZCS+15]. **solvation-free-energy** [SMM15a, SMM15b]. **solvational** [FCL+10]. **Solvatochromic** [MKH15].
solve [PNW+16]. Solvent [KC13b, AKK+16, BEM14, BRLS08, BRLS12, CAD16, CBG16, EK15, FZy+12, FD16, HDL+17, Ha14, HYUS11, KJDB12, KB11b, KCPMG12, LH+10, LC17, LzL+16, LWZ+17, MBC11, MBC13, MS11, ML14, MCG15, MCC12, MNNK10a, MNNK10b, PDMT10, PS13, RdA12, RK16, SLT14, SBV10, SK17, SLX+15, SYH12, SCMA+17, SKMS13, TYN15, WWKS11, WXL+12, WBF17, YOMT14, Yan14, YJ11, BK17a].


Solving [KV13, SG10a, BYE+16, GA14, SK15a]. solvolysis [OSS10].

SOMA [BMFG16]. Some [RCM+13b, CME11, CCYL11, CXS10, MJLV14b, MJLV14c, Vyb16, ZPF10].

sometimes [VDVR14]. Song [JW12]. Soon [Ano16-75, Ano16-80, Ano16-81, Ano16-82, Ano16-83, Ano16-84, Ano16-85, Ano16-86, Ano16-87, Ano16-88, Ano16-76, Ano16-77, Ano16-78, Ano16-79].

soot [KAR12]. SOP [AKK+16]. SOP-GPU [AKK+16]. Sorafenib [GMASBF16]. Sorting [NMF+14]. Source [TCB16, Aki16, APK14, BZH14, CD13, FBY+17, HLS+13, KSD+12, PHT17, SMRM+17, XTC+11, Yap11, Yes12]. sources [BK13]. Space [vRWS17, ACD+13a, AD10, Cas13, CH16, CXS10, DK11, GA14, Gk15b, Hb14, HP10b, HSB+11, JCGVPH17, LMZ11a, LLF16, LAW+16, MBFP15, PDG+16, SS13a, SHL+11, SCW13, TJB12, WDHZ13, YD17].


specificity [LJW+11b, LBS10, ZX11]. Spectra [PAK14, AMQ+14, FD13, FF11, GWF11, GGM+12, GZ12, HRH+17, KASH14, Kow11, LBC+12, LX11, MAK+14, MCLD10, NHF+10, PMC+17, PD10, DCOD13, PDG+16, RJS17, SGDT10, SB15, SR11, TYN15, TG12b, Tsi14, WGL12, WW14]. spectral [Ano15-58, BH14, HRMAL+13, KZ16, NS14, QZM11, RG1L11, SFDE16].


structured [GEP+14]. Structures

[DLT17, SNS16, BHNS14, BPI5, Ber17, CL16, CCOH14, CV12, DVVP14, DH14, DZA11, GS12, GSS13, HS+11, HTS17, HS12, Hua16, IYK11, KNE11a, KOT11, KOT13, KDT+12, KSW16, LABSG17, uLhY11, LXZ+10, LLSW14, Lüc14, MCS11, MTKM14, MPA10, MPA12, MP13, Mr14, MH10, MCA15, MP17, PRP15, PW+16, QM11, RHRCH16, Raol11, RCR+16, RvL11, RHJ11, RvK13, SFR+10, SWA13, SFR+11, SJD11, SKY+11, TN10, TFQ+10, TFQ+11, UCFS16, WKC11, WD10, YNH+17, ZSL+11, ZLY+16, ZP13, CMD13, PGCT+12]. studied [Ish10, KRTB10, OLY17, RHPWS13, RI10, TS15b].

Studies [JW12, AALCM11, BLS10, BRGN12, BLG10, DMN15, BIL10, DXL+10, GZZM16, GEP+14, JLS+10, KG15, KP11, LCWW10, LJL+11, LWD13, RCM+13b, SB10, SLHW09, TDP+12, VSD10, WCAH10, YKH+10, YPC+10, YDL+10, ZSL+12, ZSL+10a, ZYG+15, ZX11]. Study [JLH+14, VL17b, AS11, AS15a, AAMA+11, ASMS10, ANH+11, APA+14, APY+16, ALH+10, BEM14, BE14, BHB+17, BEEL14, BSJ12, BLG11, BRLS08, BRLS12, BL12, BSL11, CCLP12, CCCLRO14, CWHH11, CCJ+11, CKL+11, CXW14, CBTZ16, CL16, CC14, Chu10, CG12, CB1c, CPL11, CB1d, DAS15, DR11, DI11, DLSD13, DXS+11, EO+11, EV14, FCL+10, FF11, FCD10, FBEM11, FL15, FB14b, GA14, GG10, GYX+10, GVP+10, GD10, GTK10, GWZ15, GNGCA10, GGM+12, HKR13, GPS11, HZ11, HDB15, HRL11, HBR17, HVS16, IL11, II1F+10, IN13, IIHY15, II10, JA10, JS17a, JCG+10, JAH+17, JJAB16, JW16, JYS+12, KD10, KKPT11, KOP+14, KC13b, KB13, KT12, KG11, KN16, KS13b, KP10, LC10, LY10, uLhY11, LP11a, LL13a, LLL+10, LD10, LSL+10, LCL+10, LZ+11, LZH11, LWL+11]. study [Li14a, Li14b, LGW12, LT13, LJW+11b, LBTV11, LBTV12, LTP11, LYSS11, LH12, LH14b, LLSW14, LWXC16, LHT15, Lu11, LJG+11, LPTM17, MMS16, MC10, MG15, MCF10, MJL14b, MAPB12, MF+12, MH11, MWJ+11, MS11, MPS13, MHRR11, MBRC16, MO17, Mor15, MIS+15, NHE+10, NASH15, NC12, NC13, NC14, NJX+10, NFI+16, OPR16, ORZ11, OSS10, OSHG17, OME16, OOK11, PVL+13, PGCT+12, PP10, PGC12, PSG+15, PH12, PAK17, PPH+10, QYL10, QZ10b, RAGL11, RAR+11, Ray13, RS13, RS14, RVV+13, RSLM12, RKG11, RSKG14, SN16a, SSP+13, SGDT10, SJD14, SCM+15, SRF+17, SVM10, SNS16, SGS+16, SE14, SCMA+17, Su10, SKY+11, STS+10, SKTT11, SZS16, STS15, SGHL13, SIG+15, TM16, TLA10, TSR+16, TLR16, VKNT16, VPR10, VAR12, Vik11, VLGK+17, VED10, WKC10a, WLC10, WDLG12, WLHZ12, WYL+15, WMN17, WXH+10]. study [WD10, WMW+10, WZQW10, WS11, WHDL11, WCL+11, WYGW12, WDP+12, XDL+10, XZ11, XWW+11, YZGS14a, YZWC11, YHG+11, YZ13, YR13, YJZX13, YLZ+10, YKH15, YSRR10, YCGA10, YB11, YY12, YZ15b, ZCK+16, ZWGO16, ZTH+15, ZPP+16, ZXS+10, ZZZ+10b, ZZWT12, ZYLL12, ZLLL12, ZSZ+14, ZDX11, ZWY+10b, ZWY+10a, ZBP11,
Symmetrizer [LPS12]. Symmetry
[CAA10, EP15, VVV+15a, BV14, CWZB10, DZA11, Dry14, FF11, HB14,
KTT16, KC13b, NDD+10, PBZA13, Sch13, VGT16, YKH15].
symmetry-adapted [FF11, YKH15], symmetry-invariant [CWZB10],
synchronicity [dSVdM+16], synthase [AALCM11, SYH12, XLY10].
synthase-catalyzed [XLY10], synthesis [ZZWT12], synthetase [LBS10].
syringe [ZWS+10]. system [BEEL14, BTT10, BCCO10, CS14, CJZS10,
GRS15, HSY+11, HDM+15, LL11, LYL6, LZY12b, MLZZ12, NTNY15,
NSP15, RHT+15, SZBM13, TL16, VBDS+11, WLF11]. Systematic
[GP11b, ML14, SA13, SCMA+17, UT15, VLGK+17, AIGP15, BEL+11,
FM10, Ish12, LG11, Pet11, STS15, VVGL17, WG12, RFHG10]. Systems
[RMM16, AST+16, APK14, BV14, BYV+12, BK13, BG13, CSS17, CEBO15,
CKL+11, CLK11, EP12, GG10, Gar12, GP12, GBW+14, GR10b, GWX12,
HS11, HCD+10, HvM16, ITIN15, JSXH16, JS17b, KV12, KGM12, LBG16,
LCPS13, LPLA13, MSC+10, MG14, MOS12, MS12, NYN17, NCV10,
NFG+13, NO16, NKK+16, NS17, OPB+12, OC14, PAK17, PAT+10, PBBP11,
PD12, RJPB12, RVCF13, SCQJ13, Sch12, Sea10, SWB+12, SG13, TSN16,
TCX+13, UT15, WCY+11, WWU12, WS11, YCK16, ZSB+11, ZT14, HvM17].
T [BB1+11, CSGOA17, Gil11, MLCD11, OP16, SRR16, YJ17, BBG+11,
BH13, CGBK13, HLS+13, Sch13]. T-cell [CGBK13]. Table
[Ano16-115, Ano16-121, Ano16-122, Ano16-123, Ano16-124, Ano16-125,
Ano16-126, Ano16-127, Ano16-128, Ano16-116, Ano16-117, Ano16-118,
Ano16-119, Ano16-120, Sce07, Sch10, AAC+16, Fom11, JMS13, MGS+16].
tables [BDdS13, LZ12]. TaBoo [HTS15]. tabu [GBSE11].
tabu-search-based [GBSE11]. tabulated [LL10a]. tail [MBC13]. tailoring
[RKGN10]. tails [GSD10]. Taming [CCM15]. tar [HCD+10]. tar-MD
[HCD+10]. target [FMG12]. TargetATPsite [YHH+13]. targets
[BK13, MPBJ11]. Task [CSSB11, HPSK12, KG13]. task-oriented [KG13].
[WHJH13]. tautomeric [SJWIE10]. tautomerism [BMB13, LGOM+15].
tautomerization [BH13, BZH14]. tautomers [BZH14, dALdS+15]. Tb
[SRL+15]. TD [CCB15, CH10, EFAC13, HRJ+14, HRJ+15, JRSH14,
KLK+13, KP10, LZL+10, LZHH11, LSH+11, LYSS11, RDF+11, SRF+17].
TD-DFT [CCB15, CH10, EFAC13, HRJ+15, JRSH14, KLK+13, KP10,
LZH11, LYSS11, RDF+11, SRF+17]. TD-DFT- [LSH+11]. TD-HF-based
[LSH+11]. TDDFT [SFCCK+15, LRBB12, QCR12, SFCCK+14]. Te
[SPL+12]. technique [AMGB10, LZZ+13, TSR+16]. techniques
[BCP+10, BCG10, GVP+10, SDF+17, SY11, WBN+13]. tellurium
[RRK16, ZWGO16]. Temperature
[KKO+16, LPE+10, LTLC12, PBE16, SY16b, CH16, DKT13, DLSD13, LL11,
OGL10, TLG+12, TM16, VED10, WMW11, YW12, OCW+15].
temperatures [NMLD13, RHNN10]. tempering
[LAW+16, MO15, MO17, NPTS16, TKT11]. Template
[Mau14, GLF16, ME10, YHH+13]. Template-free [Mau14, YHH+13].
tension [NFPD13]. tensor [Elk16, EWK+13, GMBX+16, HXM+16,
JMX+16, KK17a, NFPD13, NIT15, NFI+16, TKC+11, XFX+16]. tensors
[EPD+11, PKH14]. terahertz [KB16], term [DSF17, JBSQG11]. terminal
[IMK+16]. terminally [KLS10, KML10]. terminally-blocked
[KLS10, KML10]. terms [BAS14, CZY11, CWZB10, RRH12]. ternary
[RDT14]. tertiary [OPR16, SM11]. tessellation [MOS12]. Test
[PHC13, BS10b, DPOS16]. tested [HMM10]. Testing
[Gil11, RLD12, JGS+17]. tests [Aon15-59, CNK97, ENKK+17]. tethered
[CZA11]. tetra [WDLG12]. tetraamines [SB10]. tetracarboxylates
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